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[1]The splendidly produced manuscript E-VAu 835 (hereafter V) was made at the Aragonese 
court of Naples during the music theorist Johannes Tinctoris’s period of employment there 
under King Ferrante I from the 1470s to the 1490s, and is now held in the Biblioteca 
Històrica of the Universitat de València.1 Containing nine of Tinctoris’s music-theoretical 
treatises, it is bound in morocco leather with gold tooling, and features gold illumination and 
finely painted floral decoration.2 It opens on fol. 2r with a lavish frontispiece that frames not 
only the beginning of the first treatise, Expositio manus, but also a beautifully executed 
portrait miniature, presumably of Tinctoris himself (<**Figure 8.1.[8-1.jpg]Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835, fol. 2r: frontispiece (detail). Source: Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>) This chapter presents recent research into the 
circumstances surrounding and reasons behind V’s production, and then traces the 
manuscript’s journey from late fifteenth-century Naples to present-day Valencia. 
Dating the Manuscript: The Escutcheon 
[2]Most research concerning the production of V has been focused on the manuscript’s 
frontispiece (fol. 2r, <**Figure 8.2[8-2.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 
835  [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece. Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica. 
**>) and, although the importance of the portrait miniature has been noted many times, 
most of this scholarly activity has been concerned with the armorial escutcheon that appears 
in the lower half of the design (<**Figure 8.3.[8-3.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca 
Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece (detail). Source: Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica.**>). The importance of the escutcheon to the history of the manuscript 
has recently been brought to the foreground by Ronald Woodley, publishing evidence in 
2013 that V must have been completed ‘between the last few months of 1477 and the first few 
of 1478’, thereby establishing it as the ‘earliest datable source for the main corpus of 
Tinctoris’s pedagogical treatises’.3 The establishment of the earliest source in a textual 
tradition is unarguably a matter of significance, especially when the texts in question are 
among the most valuable witnesses to late fifteenth-century music theory. Attention will 
therefore be paid to the escutcheon in the earlier stages of the present article, before the 
discussion is broadened to include the portrait miniature and other aspects of V’s production 
and later history.  
[3]Before addressing Woodley’s 2013 findings, it will be profitable briefly to survey the 
previous commentary on the escutcheon in question. The librarian and bibliographer 
Marcelino Gutiérrez del Caño (1861–1922) noted in his 1913 catalogue of manuscripts in 
Valencia’s university library that the V escutcheon is that of the sovereigns of Naples, 
supported by four angels (ángeles) or putti.4 The Neapolitan bibliographer Tammaro De 
                                                 
1 This chapter develops material originally presented in Christian Goursaud, ‘The 
Neapolitan Presentation Manuscripts of Tinctoris’s Music Theory: Valencia 835 and Bologna 
2573’ (PhD dissertation, Birmingham City University, 2016; uk.bl.ethos.695288). 
2 The treatises are Expositio manus (2r–14v), De natura et proprietate tonorum (16r–43r), 
De notis et pausis (44r–47v), De regulari valore notarum (47v–55r), De imperfectione 
notarum (55r–66v), De alternatione notarum (66v–70r), De punctis (70v–77r), De arte 
contrapuncti (79v–144r), and Proportionale musices (144v–163v). 
3 Ronald Woodley, ‘The Dating and Provenance of Valencia 835: A Suggested Revision’, 
(December 2013, revised June 2014). 
4 Marcelino Gutiérrez del Caño, Catálogo de los manuscritos existentes en la Biblioteca 
Universitaria de Valencia, 3 vols. (Valencia: Librería Maraguat, 1913), iii. 235. 
Marinis, in his magisterial mid twentieth-century study of the library of the Aragonese kings 
of Naples, categorised the escutcheon as number 15 (<**Figure 8.4.[8-4.jpg]De Marinis’s 
Aragonese escutcheon Type 15. Source: Tammaro De Marinis, La biblioteca napoletana dei 
re d’Aragona, 4 vols. (Milan: Hoepli, 1947–52); 2 suppl. vols., with Denise Bloch, Charles 
Astruc, Jacques Monfrin, and José Ruysschaert (Verona: Valdonega, 1969), ii. 164, Plate B. 
**>) in his typology of variants of Aragonese arms. De Marinis observed nineteen types of 
Aragonese coats of arms in codices of the period 1442–1500, of which Types 10–15 are arms 
of King Ferrante I, for whom he concluded V must have been prepared.5 In 1997, the 
Dresden-based manuscript librarian Thomas Haffner published a study of the library of King 
Ferrante’s son, Giovanni of Aragon (1456–85), that includes a catalogue-type entry on V.6 
He described the arms as a Roßstirnschild, or horse-head shield,7 with three red pales in 
fields 1 and 4, surmounted by a brown-golden lily-crown. Haffner noticed that the area of 
blue around the crown shows signs of overpainting, adding that the arms of the upper putti 
seem somewhat distorted, as though they originally supported something other than the 
Aragonese arms, and proposed that the escutcheon originally was surmounted by a red 
cardinal’s hat, suggesting a dedication to Giovanni. Haffner nevertheless acknowledged that, 
even using special lighting, no outline of a hat may be seen today. 
[4]Haffner’s discovery enabled Woodley to make the observation, first in 2005, that if V 
were made for Giovanni while he was a cardinal, then the manuscript must have been 
produced between his election as such in December 1477 and his death in October 1485.8 
Later, in 2013, Woodley proposed a significant revision to Haffner’s theory, observing that if 
there truly had been a cardinal’s red hat on the frontispiece before the overpainting, then one 
would expect there to have been ‘the incorporation of the red fiocchi or series of knotted 
tassels that conventionally hang down from either side of the hat’. This led to the suggestion 
that V was completed in ‘a period between the last few months of 1477 and the first few of 
1478’ for Giovanni of Aragon.9 Woodley writes that ‘the case presented in [his] essay can 
hardly be regarded yet as definitive’, and accordingly it is intended here to explore further 
some of the relevant evidence.  
[5]The task of establishing a terminus post quem for V is relatively simple, since the 
manuscript includes the complete text of Tinctoris’s De arte contrapuncti on fols. 77v–144r. 
This treatise is dated on fol. 101r of B-Br II 4147 to 11 October 1477.10 As Woodley observes, 
                                                 
5 See Tammaro De Marinis, La biblioteca napoletana dei re d’Aragona, 4 vols. (Milan: 
Hoepli, 1947–52); 2 suppl. vols., with Denise Bloch, Charles Astruc, Jacques Monfrin, and 
José Ruysschaert (Verona: Valdonega, 1969), ii. 164, Plate B. De Marinis’s conclusion was 
unchallenged in Leeman L. Perkins and Howard Garey, eds., The Mellon Chansonnier, 2 
vols. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), i. 22; and Allan Atlas, Music at the 
Aragonese Court of Naples (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 116. 
6 Thomas Haffner, Die Bibliothek des Kardinals Giovanni d’Aragona (1456–1485): 
illuminierte Handschriften und Inkunabeln für einen humanistischen Bibliophilen zwischen 
Neapel und Rom (Wiesbaden: Dr. L. Reichert Verlag, 1997), 315–19. 
7 Roßstirn refers to a late-medieval armoured head covering for horses. See Heinrich Otte, 
Archäologisches Wörterbuch (Leipzig: T.O. Weigel, 1877), 202. 
8 See Ronald Woodley, ‘Brussels, Bibliothèque Royale, MS II 4147: The Cultivation of 
Johannes Tinctoris as Music Theorist in the Nineteenth Century’, in Barbara Haggh and 
Frédéric Billiet, eds., Ars musica septentrionalis: De l’interprétation du patrimoine musical 
à l’historiographie, proceedings of the international conference of the Association Ad 
Fugam with the University of Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV): Douai and Cambrai, 24–26 
November 2005 (Paris: University of Paris-Sorbonne, 2011), 121–58. 
9 Woodley, ‘Dating and Provenance’. See also Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 315–19.  
10 B-Br II 4147 includes the same nine treatises as V and BU, followed by the Diff. and the 
Comp. eff., though the latter text is incomplete due to later damage to the manuscript. It was 
not produced to the same standards as V and BU, featuring neither illumination nor 
elaborate painted initials, and was probably written by a northern European musician 
we may therefore be confident that V must have been completed after this date. That is not 
to say that production of the manuscript did not start before then, since many of the other 
texts had been completed during the previous few years. Indeed, as shall be seen, it is 
possible that the manuscript was completed very soon after this date. 
[6]To establish a terminus ante quem is considerably more difficult, and currently hinges on 
Woodley’s plausible argument that we ought, according to convention, to expect red fiocchi 
t0 hang down from either side of the hat if the manuscript were prepared for Giovanni 
during his cardinalate. The manner in which these tassels might have been incorporated into 
the design is exemplified in Woodley’s article using E-VAu 390, which indeed features a 
cardinal’s red hat on the frontispiece, accompanied by the expected red fiocchi falling behind 
the escutcheon (<**Figure 8.5.[8-5.jpg] Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca 
Histórica, MS 390 [olim 838], fol. 7r, frontispiece (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0390.**>). Woodley also cites the example of F-R A 13, a 1485 
copy dedicated to Giovanni of Leonardo Nogarola’s Tractatus de mundi eternitate whose 
frontispiece (fol. 3r) also features the red cardinal’s hat (<**Figure 8.6.[8-6.jpg]F-R A 13, 
Leonardo Nogarola’s Tractatus de mundi eternitate, fol. 3r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84540139.**>).  
[7]The overpainting above the escutcheon on the frontispiece of V, notes Woodley, ‘is 
restricted to the immediate area of the crown, perhaps with a little re-contouring or 
touching-up of the putti’s rearmost arms’. He reports that there are no signs of ‘interference 
or repainting’ in the decorative gold ribbons that hang to either side of the escutcheon, 
falling behind the putti, apart from a small, possibly accidental ‘patch’ of repainting ‘between 
the arms of the upper right putto’.11 Woodley also points out that there is slight coloration of 
the verso of the repainted area behind the crown, which ‘is of a greyish hue, similar to that 
corresponding to the predominantly grey and blue tones of the second and third quarters of 
the arms’. This is in contrast, he says, to the ‘leaching of the red pigment from the ground of 
the red and gold Aragonese pali, and from the putti’s wings’.12 This grey hue leads Woodley 
to propose that the artist painted over a grey prothonotary’s hat, which would have been 
Giovanni’s heraldic emblem between becoming apostolic prothonotary on 12 July 1465, at 
the age of nine, and becoming cardinal in December 1477. Given as examples of the use of 
the prothonotary’s hat are the frontispieces of E-VAu 847 (fol. 2r, <**Figure 8.7.[8-
7.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 847 [olim 770], Thomas 
Aquinas: De ente et essentia, c.1472, fol. 2r (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0847.**>), a c.1472 copy of Thomas Aquinas’s De ente et 
essentia, and F-Pn lat. 6292 (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.8.[8-8.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, MS lat. 6292, fol. 1r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8447068x.**>), a c.1473 copy of Porphyry’s Isagoge 
ad cathegorias Aristotelis.13  
[8]Woodley states that ‘returning once again to the show-through on fol. 2 verso of V, it is 
not impossible to discern a slight contour in the staining of the overpainted area above the 
escutcheon that might well indicate the ghost of the shape of … a prothonotary’s hat, and the 
colouring of the stain is certainly at least consistent with the notion that this could indeed 
have been the underlying depiction.’ I had opportunity to visit the manuscript in Valencia in 
2014, and on physical inspection of fol. 2v, the contour Woodley describes is indeed visible. 
Using only ambient transmitted and reflected light, gently manipulating the parchment 
                                                 
working with the royal chapel at Naples, rather than by any of the professional scribes of the 
court scriptorium. 
11 Woodley, ‘Dating and Provenance’. 
12 See ibid., Figure 5. 
13 See Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 339–41. 
while looking at the verso from certain angles, it is indeed possible to see much more 
distinctly the shape of the prothonotary’s hat to which Woodley refers.14 
[9]It seems that none or very little of the original paint remains beneath the surface of the 
newer layer, since torchlight transmitted from the verso and viewed from the recto, or vice 
versa, reveals the same shape of the prothonotary’s hat, owing to the overpainter having 
scratched away the surface of the parchment. If there were a residual layer of paint beneath 
the surface of the overpainting then it would be expected to interfere with the transmission 
of light. The feint yet seemingly dark shape of the hat noticed by Woodley on the verso is 
most likely a discoloration caused by the particular pigment used to paint the hat, which has 
permeated the parchment and hence avoided being scratched away.15 It is just possible to see 
dark lines where the golden bands originally were attached to the prothonotary’s hat, which 
indicates they were simply overpainted rather than scratched away first.  
[10]Discoloured patches on the obverse of quarters 2 and 3 of the escutcheon suggest that 
the hat was painted with the same or a similar pigment. On first-hand visual inspection 
using torchlight and 10 × magnification, the fields of the leftmost and rightmost sectors of 
quarters 2 and 3, which appear in <**Figure 8.3.[8-3.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca 
Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece (detail). Source: Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica.**> to be grey, are revealed to have been made with a dark silver 
metallic paint. Likewise, the light silver pales and the gold fleurs-de-lys, not to mention the 
gold crown, shine brightly under illumination and magnification. Physical inspection, 
therefore, would seem to corroborate Woodley’s findings, on the basis of which it would 
seem likely that Giovanni was indeed the commissioner and/or dedicatee of V, and that the 
manuscript was finished between the completion of De arte contrapuncti on 11 October 1477 
and sometime shortly after Giovanni became cardinal, perhaps in the first few months of 
1478.  
[11]It has been possible to examine at first-hand another manuscript from Giovanni’s 
collection which features an escutcheon bearing the Aragonese arms – GB-Lbl Harl. 3485, a 
1470 Florentine manuscript copy of Plutarch’s Lives.16 The manuscript is identifiable as 
having been prepared for Giovanni on account of the inscription ‘cardenale’ on the front 
                                                 
14 The librarians of the Biblioteca Histórica very kindly supplied photographs of the verso 
and recto of fol. 2 of V using transmitted white light, in an attempt to document this 
phenomenon, but sadly these photographs demonstrate that physical manipulation is 
necessary to achieve the required angle of incidence in order to provide a stronger image of 
the shape of the hat, and so replication using still photography is difficult. It may be possible 
in the future to document this using videography. 
15 It may be possible in future to employ multispectral imaging and Raman spectroscopy 
to make reliable identifications or distinctions between such specific pigments.  
16 Colophon (fol. 428r): ‘Anno dominicae incarnationis | Mo.CCCCo.Lxxo. et viia. 
decembris. opus | hoc consumatum est: die autem ueneris | summo mane. Laus et glo|ria sit 
omnipotenti yhesu christo per infinita secula’; image available at 
https://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/ILLUMINBig.ASP?size=big&IllID=
21658. On the following verso is the ‘Omnium rerum’ scribe’s ‘signature’ ‘OMNIUM RERUM | 
VICISSI|TUDO | EST’. There are twenty-four extant manuscripts with this motto written by the 
same scribe; see Albinia de la Mare, ‘The Florentine Scribes of Cardinal Giovanni of Aragon’, 
in Cesare Questa and Renato Raffaelli, eds., Il libro e il testo, atti del convegno 
internazionale, Urbino, 20–23 settembre 1982 (Urbino: Università delgi studi di Urbino, 
1984), 245–93 at 262–3; and Albinia de la Mare, ‘New Research on Humanistic Scribes in 
Florence’, in Annarosa Garzelli, ed., Miniatura fiorentina del Rinascimento, 1440–1525: un 
primo censimento, 2 vols. (Florence: Giunta Regionale Toscana, 1985), i. 395–574 at 522. 
For a general descriptions of the manuscript, see Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 194–202; and 
‘Harley 3485’, in British Library, Catalogue of Illuminated Manuscripts (n.d.). 
flyleaf.17 The escutcheon is surmounted by a five-point lily crown, just as in V, though in GB-
Lbl Harl. 3485 the crown is somewhat ill-defined; the execution bears none of the subtlety of 
the rest of the decoration. It is enclosed in a dark blue circle, the pigment of which is less 
vibrant than that of the surrounding Florentine hybrid bianchi girari decoration, which is 
attributable to Mariano del Buono (c.1433–1504).18 There is a gold band around the blue 
circle within a laurel wreath that is supported by four putti. It would appear that in this 
manuscript, just as Haffner and Woodley suggest in the case of V, the same dark shape of the 
prothonotary’s hat as in V is very definitely visible on the verso of the frontispiece of this 
manuscript (fol. 3), using transmitted light, and there is bleed-through onto the verso of the 
pigment used for the hat that is visible even without transmitted light.19 The bleed-through is 
of the same shade and intensity as that created by the painting of quarters 1 and 4 of the 
Aragonese arms, which is rendered in a half-rounded escutcheon. In the miniature to the 
right of the escutcheon, which depicts Eumenes of Cardia, dressed in green, being strangled 
by one of his guards, dressed in red, the bars of the prison are executed in the same pigment 
as the prothonotary’s hat. This is shown by a perfect match between the shade and intensity 
of the bleed-though. Using torchlight transmitted from the verso to the recto, it is possible to 
observe a greater degree of increase in opacity in the undisturbed black pigment of the 
prison bars than in the partially erased and overpainted prothonotary’s hat. 
[12]The manuscript GB-Lbl Harl. 3485 may therefore be added to the two examples given by 
Woodley of manuscripts commissioned for Giovanni that (still) feature a grey prothonotary’s 
hat, E-VAu 847 and F-Pn lat. 6292, along with the following eleven manuscripts and 
incunabula: 
 F-Pn lat. 7549 (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.9.[8-9.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 
MS Latin 7549, fol. 1r (detail). Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France.**>), a 
c.1470 copy of Priscian translated by George of Trebizond.20 
 F-Pn lat. 8374, a manuscript copy (c.1472–8) of the epic poem Tarentina by 
Paracletus Malvezzi (1408–87).21  
 A-Wn 32, an undated (c.1472?) copy of Servius’s commentaries on Virgil’s Aeneis, 
Bucolica, and Georgica.22  
 F-Pn lat. 6292, an undated (c.1473?) copy of various works by Porphyry, Boethius, 
Aristotle, and Gilbertus Porretanus.23 
                                                 
17 See below xxxx for a discussion of the potential significance of this marking. 
18 See ‘Harley 3485’. 
19 The presence of these traces was first noted in Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 195. 
20 No precise colophon is transmitted in the secondary literature, and I have been unable 
to inspect this incunabulum. Gennaro Toscano suggests a printing date of c.1470 in ‘Les rois 
bibliophiles: enlumineurs à la cour d’Aragon à Naples (1442–1495); les manuscrits de la 
Bibliothèque nationale de Paris’ (PhD dissertation, Université de Paris IV-Sorbonne, 1992), 
149, n. 43; and 445, no. 27. Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 309–10. De Marinis, Biblioteca 
napoletana, ii. 77, and in Le Catalogue général de la Bibliothèque nationale de France 
(BnF) online at https://archivesetmanuscrits.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cc66782. 
21 De la Mare notes that this manuscript ‘is supposed to have been copied before 1478 for 
textual reasons’ (‘Florentine Scribes’, 274, no. 22). See also Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 310—12, 
who dates the frontispiece c.1472. 
22 Haffner dates the dates the frontispiece c.1472 (Die Bibliothek, 284–6, no. 23 and plate 
33). The manuscript was later bought by Johannes Sambucus for 8.5 ducats, ‘probably in 
Naples in 1562 or 3’ (De la Mare, ‘Florentine Scribes’, 275, no. 26).  See also De Marinis, 
Biblioteca napoletana, ii. 151. 
23  Haffner, Bibliothek, 224—7, no. 10. Images at 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8447068x. 
 F-Pn Rés. Z. 120, a 1470 printed copy of Cicero, Epistulae ad Brutum, ad Quintum 
fratrem, ad Octavianum, ad Atticum, edited by Johannes Andreas, Bishop of 
Aleria.24 Printed in Rome by Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannartz. 
 F-Pn Rés. E*. 15 (fol. 2r, <**Figure 8.10.[8-10.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, Rés. E*. 15, fol. 1r (detail). Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France.**>), a 
copy of Cicero, Opera philosophica printed in Rome by Conrad Sweynheym and 
Arnold Pannartz, dated 26 April 1471.25  
 F-Pn Rés. G. YC. 212, a copy of Aelius Donatus, Commentarius in Terentii 
Comoedias, printed in Rome by Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold Pannartz, dated 10 
December 1472.26 
 F-Pn Rés. D. 1842, a copy of Johannes de Janduno (Duns Scotus), Quaestiones super 
libros de Anima Aristotelis, printed in Venice in 1473 by Franciscus de Hailbrun 
(Franz Renner) and Nicolaus de Frankfordia.27  
 F-Pn Rés. G. YC. 373 
 F-Pn lat. 6922 
 F-Pn Rés.H.35 
[13]There are therefore fourteen extant examples of manuscripts and incunabula that can be 
identified as having belonged to Giovanni and which bear a grey prothonotary’s hat that has 
not been subjected to subsequent heraldic alteration. 28 Each of them appears surmounting a 
half-round escutcheon, unlike V, whose escutcheon is of the horse-head type. If V was 
indeed prepared for Giovanni before December 1477, with a grey prothonotary’s hat, then for 
what reason does the shape of the escutcheon differ so clearly from every other extant 
example? Indeed, which manuscripts were prepared with a horse-head escutcheon, like V? 
                                                 
24 See De Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana, suppl. vol. 2 (1969), 100, no. 38; Haffner, Die 
Bibliothek, 342—3, no. 1.; De La Mare, ‘Florentine Scribes’, 283, no. 59; and Le Catalogue 
général de la Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF) online at 
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb30242933g. 
25 Two vols. in one with F-Pn Rés. E*. 14. Securely dated in colophon, after the first part of 
the text: ‘Hoc Conradus opus Suuenheym [sic.] ordine miro Arnoldusque simul Pannartz, 
una aede colendi, Gente theotonica, Rome expediere sodales. Anno Christi M.CCCC.LXXI, 
die vero XXVI mensis Aprilis, Rome in domo magnifici viri Petri de Maximo’, then later, after 
the second part of the text, M.CCCC.LXXI. die XX Septembris’, transcr. in Léopold Delisle, 
‘Notes sur les anciennes impressions des classiques Latins et d’autres auteurs conservées au 
XVe siècle dans la Librairie Royale de Naples’, in Mélanges Graux: receuil de travaux 
d’érudition classique dedié a la mémoire de Charles Graux, (Paris: Ernest Thorin, 1884), 
245–96 at 262, no. 29. See also Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 343 and in Le Catalogue général de 
la Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF) online at 
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb30242473b. 
26 Dated at end of text: ‘Aspicis illustris lector quicunque libellos, | Si cupis artiticum 
nomina nosse, lege. | Aspersa ridebis cognomina teutona; forsan | mitiget ars musis inscia 
verba virum. | Conradus Suueynheym Arnoldus Pannartzque magistri | Rome impresserunt 
talia multa simul. | M.CCCC.LXXII, | die x Decembris.’, transcr. in Delisle, ‘Classiques 
Latins’, 190, no. 140. See also De La Mare, ‘Florentine Scribes’, 283, no. 64, who lists the 
print as having been made in Venice, and De Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana suppl. vol. 1 
(1969), 103, no. 140. 
27 Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 355–6, no. 9. 
28 To these could, if found, be addded E-Vasmr, a lost manuscript of Cicero; see Haffner, 
Die Bibliothek, 276–7, no. 21. 
[14]The earliest occurrence of a horse-head escutcheon in dated books associated with 
Giovanni is on the painted frontispiece to the incunable F-Pm inc. 361(1), a 1483 Venetian 
impression, by Octavianus Scotus, of the first book of the Dominican Johannes Capreolus 
(c.1380–1444), Defensiones theologiae Thomae Aquinatis in quattuor libros Sententiarum. 
Haffner suggests that the decoration may have been carried out by Gioacchino di Giovanni 
de Gigantibus.29 Within Giovanni’s library, there are four securely datable examples that 
were made during the following year, 1484: 
 E-VAu 395 (fol. 10r, <**Figure 8.11.[8-11.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Histórica, MS 395 [olim 794], fol. 10r (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0395.**>): Aquinas, Summa theologica, prima pars 
secundae partis, copied in gothic rotunda script in Naples by Venceslaus Crispus and 
completed on 17 February 1484, as part of the major Aquinas series.30 
 E-VAu 51 (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.12.[8-12.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Histórica, MS 51 [olim 818], fol. 1r (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0051.**>): Seneca, Tragoediae, copied in humanistic 
script in Florence by Antonio Sinibaldi and completed on 5 June 1484, before being 
decorated in Naples by Cristoforo Majorana or in the Rapicano workshop.31  
 GB-Cu Gg. 3. 22: Bonaventure, Super quarto libro Sententiarum, copied in gothic 
rotunda script in Florence and decorated in Naples, possibly by Matteo Felice.32 
 E-E t.ii.5: Horace, Odarum libri V, Carmen saeculare, Ars poetica, Epistolarum libri 
II and Sermonum libri II, copied in humanistic script in Florence by Antonio 
Sinibaldi and decorated in Naples, possibly by Cristoforo Majorana.33 
[15]Two further examples may tentatively be dated to the same year:  
                                                 
29 Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 361. See also Marie Léontine Catherine Pellechet and Marie 
Louis Polain, Catalogue général des incunables des bibliothèques publiques de France, 3 
vols. (Paris: A. Picard et fils, 1897–1909), ii. 346, no. 3234; and Denise Hillard, Catalogues 
régionaux des incunables des bibliothèques publiques de France, vi: Bibliothèque Mazarine 
(Paris: Aux Amateurs de Livres; Bordeaux: Société des Bibliophiles de Guyenne, 1989), 164, 
no. 566. 
30 Colophon (fol. 309): ‘Beati Thome Aquinatis etiam hanc primam secunde partis 
theologice sue summe, item inclyti Joannis de Aragonia, Ferdinandi Sicilie regis filii, sancte 
romane ecclesie cardinalis, sumptu liberalissimo, Venceslaus Crispus Slagenverdiensis, 
natione magis quam religione bohemus, exaratam absolvit XVI kalendas martii anno legis 
gratie millesimo CCCCLXXXIIII.’ See Jean Destrez and Marie Dominique Chenu, ‘Une 
collection manuscrite des oeuvres complètes de S. Thomas d’Aquin par le roi Aragonais de 
Naples, 1480–1493’, Archivum fratrum praedicatorum, 23 (1953), 309–26, at 320–21. 
31 Colophon (fol. 172v): ‘SENECAE TRAGEDIAE FINIS ANTONIVS SINIBALDVS 
SCRIPSIT PRO Illustrissimo ac Reverendissimo Domino Domino Jo. de Aragonia 
Ferdinandi Regis tertio Genito Nec non tituli Sancti Hadriani Cardinaldi Doctissimo suo 
perpetuo Domino et benefactori gratissimo FLORENTIAE ANNO CHRISTI 
MCCCCLXXXIIII IVNII DIE. V.), transcr. in Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 247–50, no. 17, at 249. 
Images at http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0051. 
32 Frontispiece (fol. 1r) reprod. in Haffner, Die Bibliothek, plate 42. 
33 Frontispiece reprod. in Gennaro Toscano, La Biblioteca reale di Napoli al tempo della 
dinastia aragonese (Valencia: Generalitat Valencia, 1998), 615. 
 E-VAu 390 (fol. 7r, see Figure 8.5 above): Albertus Magnus, Summa theologiae sive 
De mirabili scientia Dei. Liber I, copied in gothic rotunda script and decorated in 
Naples, possibly by Nardo Rapicano.34  
 GB-Cu Gg.3.23. Bonaventure, Super secundo libro Sententiarum, copied in gothic 
rotunda in Florence. 
[16]The final extant example of a manuscript directly associated with Giovanni that features 
the horse-head escutcheon is A-Wn 49, a copy, made in Naples in humanistic script by 
Gianrinaldo Mennio, of Tacitus, Annales XI–XVI, Historia I–V, Germania, and Dialogus de 
oratoribus. The codex may be dated to the period 1480–85.35 No dated manuscripts of 
Giovanni’s, therefore, feature the horse-head escutcheon before the 1483 example, F-Pm inc. 
361(1), and most dated and datable manuscripts that do were made in 1484. Could this 
suggest a slightly later dating for V?   
[17]The horse-head escutcheon is found in fifteen codices decorated for King Ferrante dating 
from c.1467 (E-VAu 890, a Dominican breviary) to c. 1491 (E-VAu 380, part of the Aquinas 
series), and one decorated for Alfonso, Duke of Calabria, a copy of Macrobius dated 1472, as 
detailed in Table 1 below. It is just possible to discern a lack of incidences of the use of the 
horsehead escutcheon by Ferrante in the period during the 1480s when it is being used by 
Cardinal Giovanni, which may be of significance for future research. It is difficult to be 
certain of this, however, due to the imprecision of the dating of the majority of the books.  
Table 8.1. Manuscripts Decorated for Members of the Neapolitan Royal Family 
other than Cardinal Giovanni that Feature a Horse-Head Escutcheon 
LC: Lily crown 










Ferrante Aragon LC Rapicano  
>1470 F-Pn lat. 
2347 
Bede Ferrante Aragon LC M. of I. de 
Chiaromonte
/ 
ws of Matteo 
Felice? 
Crispus 
1472 E-VAu 55 Macrobius Alfonso Aragon Coronet Majorana Mennio 
c.1473 E-VAu 
408 
Valla Ferrante Aragon LC C. Rapicano Luni 
c.1473 E-VAu 
692 
Quintilian Ferrante Aragon LC C. Rapicano Luni 
>1474 F-Pn lat. 
8078 







Brancati Ferrante Aragon LC ? ? 
                                                 
34 See De Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana, i. 66 and 91; and De la Mare, ‘Florentine 
Scribes’, 274. 
35 Frontispiece (fol. 2r) reprod. in Haffner, Die Bibliothek, plate 35. See also ibid., p. 289 
on dating. 
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Aragon LC Gigantibus? ? 
(humanist
) 
1479 F-Pn lat. 
6793 





c.1480 F-Pn lat. 
3063 
Duns Scotus Ferrante Aragon LC N. Rapicano Luni 
1481 E-VAu 
892 











E-VAu 53 Aquinas Ferrante Aragon LC Felice Crispus 
(rotunda) 
1489 F-Pn lat. 
495 
Aquinas Ferrante Aragon LC Felice Crispus 
(rotunda) 
c.1490 F-Pn lat. 
7810 
Filelfo Ferrante Aragon LC N. Rapicano Lunensis 
c.1491 E-VAu 
380 
Aquinas Ferrante Aragon LC Felice Crispus 
(rotunda) 
 
Dating the Manuscript: The Golden Bands 
[18]Another heraldic conundrum concerns the surviving golden bands that fall from 
whatever heraldic symbol originally surmounted the escutcheon in V and behind the putti. 
These bands must have been heraldically appropriate to the original symbol, yet they do not 
                                                 
36 It was reported in a blog post in 2012, written by John Hodgson of the John Rylands 
Library, that Andrew Phillips, then a student on the MA in Medieval Studies course, had 
identified the codex as having belonged to Giovanni by the coat of arms on the frontispiece. 
From the digital images, the arms appears to be that of the House of Aragon surmounted by 
a lily crown, and there quite clearly has been no overpainting, since the paint surface is 
cracking to the same extent in all relevant areas. There appears, therefore, to be no evidence 
for this having been prepared for anyone other than Ferrante I and the main Neapolitan 
royal library. See John Hodgson, ‘Christianus Prolianus’s Astronomia manuscript now 
digitised’, in John Rylands Library Special Collections Blog, 
https://rylandscollections.wordpress.com/2012/05/19/christianus-prolianuss-astronomia-
manuscript-now-digitised/ (19 May 2012). 
appear to be appropriate to the prothonotary’s hat. There are eighteen extant manuscripts 
and incunabula from Giovanni’s library that still feature, or can be said confidently to have 
once featured, a prothonotary’s hat. Of these, eight books: F-Pn Rés. Z. 120, F-Pn Rés. G. YC 
.212, E-VAu 847, A-Wn 32, F-Pn Rés. D. 1842, A-Wn 34, I-AGI 1, and F-Pn Rés. H. 35) 
feature neither golden bands nor fiocchi, while five books (F-Pn Rés. E. 15, F-Pn lat. 754937, 
F-Pn lat. 8374 (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.14[8-14.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS 
lat. 8374, fol. 1r (detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84901835.**>), F-Pn 
lat. 6292, and F-Pn Rés. G. YC. 37338 feature grey fiocchi in a similar style to those found in 
association with cardinal’s hats, and no golden bands. It has not been possible to obtain 
images of or to inspect first-hand E-Vasmr, F-Pn lat. 6922, F-Pn lat. 7524, and I-AGI 2. In 
short, there is seemingly no evidence for the combination of gold bands with the 
prothonotary’s hat that can corroborate the heraldic appropriateness of their collocation on 
the frontispiece of V. 
[19]There are four extant manuscripts from Giovanni’s library that feature a cardinal’s hat 
that has not been overpainted: GB-Gu Hunterian. By.2.3, E-VAu 390, F-R A 13, and E-VAu 
759 (fol. 2r, <**Figure 8.15[8-15.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, 
MS 759 [olim 775]. Source: http://weblioteca.uv.es/cgi/view.pl?source=uv_ms_0759.**>) 
These all feature the expected ecclesiastical fiocchi, and no gold bands. It has not been 
possible, within the confines of the present research, to inspect the surviving cardinal’s hats 
on the frontispieces of the incunabula F-Pn Rés. D. 27 (1–4), F-Pn Rés. R. 91, F-Pn Rés. H. 
63, F-Pn Rés. Z. 185, F-Pm inc. 3619, but Haffner’s descriptions do not relate the presence of 
golden bands. It would seem, therefore, there are no known examples of either a 
prothonotary’s or a cardinal’s hat being associated with hanging golden bands such as are 
seen on the frontispiece of V. This could be interpreted as an indication that some other 
heraldic device was originally painted there.  
Dating the Manuscript: Other Potential Recipients 
[20]After providing examples of those manuscripts that clearly show the red cardinal’s hat 
having been overpainted and erased, Woodley considers the possibility that other heraldic 
devices might have been placed above the escutcheon in V. He discounts Ferrante’s 
daughter, Beatrice, and focuses instead on his son Alfonso (1448–95), Duke of Calabria, later 
King Alfonso II after Ferrante I’s death in 1494, some of whose manuscripts feature the ducal 
coronet as a heraldic device. Since Alfonso was ‘a particularly energetic and generous 
cultural patron, with credentials for, and apparently genuine personal interests in, the 
support of the Neapolitan court’s literary, artistic and architectural ambitions’,39 Woodley 
sees him as a perfectly viable, indeed attractive, candidate as commissioner of V, especially 
given the two elogia by Frater Fortunatus Ferrariensis, a monk of the Olivetan order, which 
appear on fols. 1v and 164r of the manuscript. Indeed, Alfonso could convincingly be linked 
with the Olivetan order through his association with the church of S. Maria de Monteoliveto 
(now S. Anna dei Lombardi).40 Woodley asserts, however, that his analysis of manuscripts 
associated with Alfonso, which are reproduced in De Marinis’s and Toscano’s publications, 
shows that ‘the coronet was depicted only in association with the personal arms of the Duke 
of Calabria, quartered into Aragonese pali (2 and 3, or 1 and 4) and large cross of Jerusalem 
on a grey ground (1 and 4, or 2 and 3 respectively)’, and therefore that Alfonso probably was 
not the commissioner of V.41 He states that ‘if future research … can demonstrate that 
Alfonso’s arms, while he was Duke of Calabria, did sometimes combine the coronet with the 
                                                 
37 Reprod. in Haffner, Die Bibliothek, plate 39. 
38 These fiocchi are described in Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 346, but the colour is not 
specified. 
39 Woodley, ‘Dating and Provenance’. 
40 See George L. Hersey, Alfonso II and the Artistic Renewal of Naples 1485–1495 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1969), 109–10. 
41 See also Toscano, Biblioteca reale, 251–76. 
full Aragonese escutcheon as seen in V, as an alternative to the escutcheon proper to the 
Dukedom, the question of attribution to him rather than Giovanni should certainly be 
reopened’. 
[21]There appear to be twelve extant manuscripts that may be associated with Alfonso, none 
of which features the full Aragonese arms in combination with the coronet. These are 
detailed in Table 8.2 below. On this basis, it is tempting to conclude, like Woodley, that the 
only viable candidate for the commissioner of V is Giovanni. However, one possible scenario 
exists that could provide a narrative for an ascription of V to Alfonso. The pigments used for 
the escutcheon bearing the Aragonese arms, and the lily crown that surmounts it, look more 
vibrant than many areas of the rest of the frontispiece, and the execution is certainly more 
vivid and bold than the delicate rendering of the putti. This could be explained simply by the 
effect of the use of gold and the obvious difference in priority when the artist or artists were 
engaged in figurative as opposed to heraldic decoration. But given the fact that we may be 
almost certain that some overpainting of the surmounting occurred, it is not too fanciful at 
least to consider the possibility that the escutcheon was also overpainted, perhaps in 
preparation for, or after, Alfonso’s coronation as King of Naples on 8 May 1494. If the 
manuscript had been prepared in the few years following Tinctoris’s completion of Liber de 
arte contrapuncti on 11 October 1477 and then adjusted some 17 years later, this could easily 
account for the difference in vibrancy and vividness of the potentially refashioned areas. In 
this scenario, the arms of the Duke of Calabria on a horsehead escutcheon were painted 
initially, surmounted by a ducal coronet, as in E-VAu 55 (<**Figure 8.16[8-16.jpg]Valencia, 
Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 55 [olim 848], fol. 1r (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0055.**>), before the later repainting. There are, however, 
several problems with this theory. In Alfonso’s collection of books, there do not seem to be 
any examples of similar adjustments, unlike in Giovanni’s rather larger collection. It is 
curious that no manuscripts of Alfonso’s survive from 1488 until his coronation in 1494; this 
could have been related to the political and economic disturbances of the late 1480s, which 
included the 1486 barons’ revolt. Until such a time as scientific methods of profiling 
individual pigments are available to be deployed on location in Valencia at a manageable 
cost, however, there is simply not enough evidence to prove the validity of this theory. At the 
current time the evidence still points to Giovanni as the codex’s probable commissioner. 
Table 8.2: Manuscripts of Alfonso, Duke of Calabria 
C: Coronet 
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Antonio del 
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Dating the Manuscript: Scribal Speed 
[22]If V was indeed commissioned, planned, and had begun to be manufactured soon after 
or some time before the completion of Tinctoris’s treatise De arte contrapuncti in October 
1477, ‘destined primarily for the collection of Giovanni d’Aragona while he was still 
prothonotary apostolic’,42 then it would will be of relevance to consider how rapid the scribal 
process may have been. Despite the scholarly consensus that V was copied by Venceslaus 
Crispus, however, there are insufficient documentary records to allow direct analysis of the 
speed of his individual practice.43 Indeed, there is in general little surviving evidence from 
which timeframes for jobs of scribal work may be inferred.44 It is possible, however, and 
instructive, to consider some examples where some data concerning scribal speed may be 
gathered in relation to manuscripts produced for Giovanni of Aragon. 
[23]We may learn a surprising amount from one codex in particular – the Drouot Aquinas 
manuscript, one of two Neapolitan copies of the works of Thomas Aquinas – in this case 
                                                 
42 Woodley, ‘Dating and Provenance’. 
43 That Crispus was the scribe of V was first suggested in Perkins and Garey, Mellon 
Chansonnier, i. 22. Crispus was probably from the fifteenth-century equivalent of modern-
day Ostrov, in the Karlovarský kraj/Carlsbad region of the Czech Republic, and must have 
arrived in Naples at least by 1477. See Goursaud, ‘Neapolitan Presentation Manuscripts’, 
150–66.  
44 See Jan Peter Gumbert, ‘The Speed of Scribes’, in Emma Condello and Giuseppe De 
Gregorio, eds., Scribi e colofoni: le sottoscrizioni di copisti dalle origini all’avvento della 
stampa (Spoleto: Centro Italiano di Studi sull’Alto Medioevo, 1995), 57–69. See also Eef A. 
Overgaauw, ‘Fast or Slow, Professional or Monastic: The Writing Speed of some Late-
Medieval Scribes’, Scriptorium, 49 (1995), 211–27. 
Catena aurea super Iohannem – currently to be in private hands.45 This manuscript is 
written in gothic rotunda, of which script Crispus was by far the most prevalent practitioner 
at Naples. Indeed, the Drouot Aquinas manuscript forms part of a major collection of the 
works of Aquinas that was prepared for Giovanni, principally by Crispus himself. In this 
case, however, we are presented with the only extant manuscript to have been executed by 
the Flemish scribe Johannes de Guerne.46 The codex’s unusually long and informative 
colophon confirms that it was written in Naples and completed there on 18 November 1486 
by De Guerne at the expense of Cardinal Giovanni. Poignantly, it also states that Giovanni 
had been sent by King Ferrante to the Pope in Rome, where he died in September 1485:  
Beati Thome Aquinatis continuum in duos evangelistas per me Johannem de 
Guerne Flamingum, exscriptum finitumque Neapoli regnante felicissimo rege 
Ferdinando, anno Domini natalis millesimo quatercentesimo octogesimo sexto, 
decimo octavo die novembris, sumptu illustrissimi Domini Joannis de Aragonia 
eiusdem Ferdinandi regis filii, sancte romanae ecclesie cardinalis presbiteri, qui 
dum Romam a patre ad pontificem maximum missus esset vitam cum morte 
finivit dicto millesimo anno LXXXV mense septembris.47 
[24]In fact Giovanni died on 16 or 17 October 1485, rather than in September; there are 
many possible reasons for this discrepancy, which are not of great consequence here. The 
cardinal died of the plague in Rome after, as De Guerne relates, having been sent there by his 
father to ask Pope Innocent VIII for help with his war against the rebellious barons.48 
Giovanni must therefore have commissioned the manuscript in the months leading up to his 
death; indeed, he is recorded as having been in Naples in July 1485.49 The production of the 
manuscript must therefore have taken around 17 months from initial commission to 
completion of the text on 18 November 1486, followed by a period of decoration and then 
binding. A reasonable estimate for the total period of manufacture might be set at around 20 
months. On this basis, if V were completed between the last few months of 1477 and the first 
                                                 
45 The Drouot Aquinas Manuscript features as no. 22 in the 1508 inventory: ‘Sanctus 
Thomas super Johannem couvert de cuyr rouge, à ouvraige doré, guarny de deux fermaus de 
cuyvre’ (Jean Achille Deville, Comptes de dépenses de la construction du château de Gaillon, 
publiés d’après les registres manuscrits des trésoriers du cardinal d’Amboise par A. Deville 
(Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1850), 553). The codex left the Chateau de Gaillon for the 
monastery of Bourbon-lès-Gaillon after the end of the sixteenth century, before disappearing 
during the French revolution and appearing during the nineteenth century in the collection 
of M. Bourdin at Rouen, then passing from his collection to that of Charles Lormier (1901, 
no. 16) (Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 332). It was sold as lot 48 in a sale at the Hôtel Drouot in 
Paris on 19 May 1976 (Antoine Ader, Jean-Louis Picard, Jacques Tajan, Claude Guérin, and 
Etienne Ader, Manuscrits du XIIe au XVIIIe siècle: Vente à Paris, Drouot Rive gauche, 19 
mai 1976 (Paris: Claude Guérin, 1976), no. 48). The copy of the sale catalogue that was sent 
by a member of staff at the Bibliothèque nationale de France to Albinia de la Mare on 24 
June 1976, and which subsequently entered the library of the Warburg Institute, features a 
pencil annotation that the manuscript was ‘bought by Schilter’, or ‘Schiller’, at that sale. 
Christopher De Hamel, in A History of Illuminated Manuscripts (London: Phaidon, 1986), 
226–7, described it as being in a private collection in France. The manuscript’s precise 
current location is unknown. See also De Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana, ii. 161–2; and De la 
Mare, ‘Florentine Scribes’, 271, no. 8. Described in Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 331–332. On the 
Neapolitan Aquinas complex of manuscripts, see Neapolitan Presentation Manuscripts’, 
100–04. 
46 For more on De Guerne, see Goursaud, ‘Neapolitan Presentation Manuscripts’, 155–7. 
47 Transcription in Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 332. Also transcribed in De La Mare, 
‘Florentine Scribes’, 271, no. 8. See De Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana, ii. 161. 
48 De la Mare, ‘Florentine Scribes’, 246. 
49 On Giovanni’s movements in 1485 see De la Mare, ‘Florentine Scribes’, 246; and De 
Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana, ii. 312, docs. 963 and 964. 
few of 1478 then it could be expected to have been commissioned in early 1476. However, De 
Guerne was nowhere near as prolific a scribe as Crispus, and it could be inferred that Crispus 
was given so much work precisely because he was able to work quickly.  
[25]Certainly, we know that scribal speed was something of which to be proud from the case 
of Joanmarco Cinico, who worked in a fine humanistic script, was a pupil of the Florentine 
scribe Pietro Strozzi (b. 1416), and was a correspondent and evidently a friend of 
Tinctoris’s.50 Cinico was renowned for his speed of copying and came to describe himself as 
‘Velox’, which first appears in E-VAu 781, a 1468 copy of Pontano’s De Principe, wherein he 
describes himself as Joannes M. Velox Parmensis.51 In the colophon to his 1465 copy of 
Pliny’s Historia naturalis (I-Nn V.I.3), Cinico relates that he completed the copying of its 
635 folios in 120 days – a rate of five folios per day.52 He completed his copy of Facio’s De 
humanae vitae felicitate dialogus (I-Fl Strozz. 109) in fifty-two hours, and the thirty-six or 
thirty-eight folios of his copy of Albertus Magnus’s Arte di ben morire in fifty-three hours.53 
These examples, however, clearly represent the very upper limits of scribal rapidity. 
[26]In addition to the probability that Crispus worked more quickly than De Guerne, the 
Drouot Aquinas manuscript is in several senses significantly larger than V, and hence would 
have taken longer to produce even at the same rate of work. Its parchment folios measure 
370 × 263 mm as opposed to V’s 272 × 190 mm, while the dimensions of the writing block 
are respectively 232 × 153 mm and 172 × 105 mm, and the Drouot Aquinas manuscript 
consists of 181 folios, which is slightly more than the 164 of V. At this stage, therefore, the 
estimate for the total production time of V might be reduced from twenty months to between 
twelve and fifteen months, bringing the estimated date of commission to late 1476. 
[27]It is possible to learn something of Crispus’s own working practices from documentary 
records relating to the copying of F-Pn lat. 2368. On 8 February 1481, Francisco Coppula 
authorised payment to Crispus of 5 ducats and 3 tarì for having copied four quinterns of 
‘Beda supra li Evangelie’  for the royal library.54 The record specifies that the library was run 
by Joan Branchato: 
Pro Vincilao de Buhemia. Misser Francisco Copula donate a Vincilao de Bohemia 
scriptore del Senyor Rey in panno o altre robbe de la corte la valuta de ducati 
cinque e tarì tre dico duc. 5 tr. 3 et sono per scrivere ha facto de quactro 
                                                 
50 See Ronald Woodley, ‘Tinctoris’s Italian Translation of the Golden Fleece Statutes: A 
Text and a (Possible) Context’, Early Music History, 8 (1988), 173–244; Ronald Woodley, 
‘The Printing and Scope of Tinctoris’s Fragmentary Treatise De inventione et usu musice’, 
Early Music History, 5 (1985), 239–68, at 141–242; and Berthold Louis Ullmann, The 
Origin and Development of Humanistic Script (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 
1960), 126. 
51 De Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana, i. 47. 
52 ‘Joannes Marcus clarissimi et virtute et nobilitate viri Petri Strozae Florentini discipulus 
Marcique Rotae magni viri equidem florentini amantissimus Parmae oriundus 
prestantissimo liberalitate viro domino Gherardo siculi regni Prothonotario benemerito in 
XX ac centum dies Juvante Deo Tranquille transcripsit. Panhormi anno salutis 1465 ultima 
Julij valeasque legis Marcique Rotae memineris obsecro’. See ibid., 46. 
53 Ibid., 47, no. 11. The Magnus manuscript is last recorded in the collection of C. W. 
Dyson Perrin in Davenham. See George F. Warner, Descriptive Catalogue of Illuminated 
Manuscripts in the Library of C. W. Dyson Perrin (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1920), 
189–190, plate LXXV, De Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana, i. 50, no. 52, where the colophon 
is given as ‘Finisce lo tractato dell’arte del ben morire. Laus Deo. Amen. Joannes Marcus 
Cynicus Christi et honestatis famulus tribus et quinquaginta horis exscripsit’. See also 
Woodley, ‘Tinctoris’s Italian Translation’, 175–6, n. 8, where the manuscript is described as 
having thirty-six folios rather than the thirty-eight given by De Marinis. 
54 See De Marinis, Biblioteca napoletana, i. 63. 
quinterni de pergameno de forma reale de uno libro intitulato Beda supra li 
Evangelie, consignati in la regia libraria in potere de misser Joan Branchato 
librero mayore del dicto signore. Scrita a VIII de frebraro 1481. El vestro Pasqual 
Diaz Garlon.55  
[28]Two days later, Pasqual Diaz Garlon recorded that 1 canna and 3¼ palmi of cloth from 
London would be supplied to the scribe: ‘10 februarii canna 1, palmi 3¼ londres del ipso per 
duc. 5, tar. 3’.56 The next day, on 9 February 1481, a further payment was made to Crispus for 
four quaterns for the same codex, this consisting of 10¼ palmi of mixed colours of velvet 
(velleri): 
Al dicto conte per polisa de misser Paschale delli VIIII del presente a Vincilao de 
Boemia scriptore del señor Re la valuta de duc. V, tarì III e sono per lo scrivere 
ha fatto de quactro quaterni de pergameno di forma reale di uno libro nominato 
Beda sopra li Evangelii consignati in la regia libraria in potere de mastro Johan 
Branchato librero maiore del dicto senore palmi X¼ de londres misto velleri del 
n. 269 281.57 
[29]Seven days later, he received 6 ducats and 1 tarì (not in cloth) for four more quinterns, 
and then again 7 ducats, 2 tarì, and 12 grani, on 30 February, for a further four quinterns, all 
of the same book. Finally, on 18 April, Crispus received 7 ducats for five quaterns of the text. 
The codex was seemingly constructed of 5 quaterns and 12 quinterns of parchment in ‘forma 
reale’. It is notable that Crispus received four separate payments for quaterns and quinterns, 
and that the number of quires in each payment for quinterns was even and consistent. This 
suggests methodical planning of which size of quire to use, and potentially an order of 
execution that followed not the order of the text, but an order dictated by the planned 
physical structure of the manuscript.58  
[30]This evidence concerning the carefully planned and non-sequential execution of the 
quires constituting F-Pn lat. 2368 demonstrates that it is perfectly possible that work on V 
was taking place well before the completion of the Liber de arte contrapuncti on 11 October 
1477, and that different quires were in production at different times. The Liber de natura et 
proprietate tonorum is dated in B-Br II 4147 mus., on fol. 28r, as having been completed on 
6 November 1476. There is only one case in V where an individual treatise was copied into a 
discrete group of quires (Expositio manus into quires 1 and 2), and the rest of the works are 
seemingly copied in sequence, beginning with the Liber de natura et proprietate tonorum. 
Therefore, if the manuscript was indeed prepared for Giovanni, and was completed in 
December 1477, necessitating the adjustment from the prothonotary’s hat to the five-pointed 
lily crown after the news of his cardinalate broke, then the copying of the manuscript will 
have begun no earlier than November 1476. This would fit with a twelve- to fifteen-month 
estimate for the total production time for the manuscript. If the contrary evidence presented 
above concerning the horse-head escutcheon means that the dating of the manuscript is as 
late as 1483–4, then the production of the manuscript would have been started in 1482 or 
1483.  
Dating the Manuscript: The Lily Crown 
[31]Why was the adjustment on the frontispiece of V made from the prothonotary’s hat to 
the lily crown rather than to the cardinal’s hat, if it occurred as a reaction to the news of 
Giovanni’s cardinalate? In order to provide some context for this, a brief digression to 
consider the incunable GB-Gu Hunterian By. 2. 3 is necessary. This copy of Duns Scotus’s 
                                                 
55 Ibid., ii. 271, doc. 574. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Ibid., doc. 576. 
58 It would be instructive in future research to make a physical examination of F-Pn lat. 
2368 with reference to these records. 
Questiones in quattuor libros Sententiarum Petri Lombardi, is dated 26 July 1477, more 
than four months before the consistory that made Giovanni cardinal.59 It was edited by 
Thomas Penketh and Bartholomaeus Bellatus, and printed in Venice by Johannes de Colonia 
and Johannes Manthen de Gherretzem. Its frontispiece features the full Aragonese arms 
surmounted by what appears to be a cardinal’s hat including tassels.60 It seems perfectly 
reasonable to suppose that by the time the book had been sold to Giovanni and he had sent it 
to be decorated in Naples, his creation as cardinal had been announced, that being a period 
of only a few months. What is perplexing, however, is that, like the wings of the two 
supporting putti, the hat appears to be painted in a combination of red and silver rather than 
the pure red one would expect. Silver paint tarnishes, of course, with time, and indeed Julie 
Gardham, Senior Assistant Librarian at the University of Glasgow Library, has written of this 
frontispiece that ‘the silver has oxidised and tarnished over the years to a greyish black that 
does not reflect its original brilliance’.61 This does not, however, explain the use of silver 
pigment. It is possible that the red pigment used had a silver base, and degradation over time 
has resulted in the silver appearance. It is also just possible that the manuscript was 
purchased and the decoration begun before 10 December, silver was initially used to render 
the prothonotary’s hat, and then an attempt at overpainting was made using red paint, which 
was unsuccessful, forcing the artist (possibly Matteo Felice) to extend the not-unattractive, 
but heraldically dubious combination of silver and red to the rest of the emblem and putti. 
[32]Whichever of these possibilities was in fact the case for GB-Gu Hunterian By.2.3, 
considering the problem does raise important questions for the history of V. Woodley writes 
that V ‘must have been commissioned, planned in both principle and detail, and its 
execution commenced, very soon after – or even, indeed, some time before – the completion 
of the counterpoint treatise in October 1477, destined primarily for the collection of Giovanni 
d’Aragona while he was still prothonotary apostolic. Then, at some point after news of the 
cardinalate broke – it is simply not possible to say how soon or long after – the heraldic 
inaccuracy led to the alterations that we see in the manuscript today.’62 But if the alteration 
was made in 1477 or 1478 rather than after Giovanni’s death in 1485, why was the alteration 
made to a five-pointed lily crown rather than to a red cardinal’s hat? An example of a 
manuscript where the lily crown is used as an alternative to the prothonotary’s hat is D-B lat. 
fol. 28 (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.17[8-17.jpg]Berlin, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Preußischer 
Kulturbesitz, MS lat. fol. 28, fol. 1r. Source: Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin Preußischer 
Kulturbesitz.**>), which shows no sign of overpainting. It is a copy of Suetonius, De vita XII 
Caesarum and De grammaticis et rhetoribus, that was dated 25 June 1477 at Naples, and 
hence was completed just a month before GB-Gu Hunterian By.2.3 was printed. 
[33]Woodley states that ‘other manuscripts attest to [the use of the lily crown] by Giovanni 
as a valid alternative’ to the cardinal’s hat. I have found three manuscripts that support this 
statement strongly, first by being securely dated in their texts to after Giovanni’s cardinalate, 
and second by bearing no sign of overpainting, thereby suggesting that the lily crown was 
indeed used originally as a true alternative to the cardinal’s hat. CH-Bgünther (<**Figure 
8.18[8-18.jpg]Basel, Dr. Jörn Günther Antiquariats und Verwaltungs AG, fol. 1r (detail). 
Source: Dr. Jörn Günther Antiquariats und Verwaltungs AG.**>), completed on 30 
                                                 
59 See Haffner, Die Bibliothek, 256–7; and ‘Duns Scotus, Johannes: In primum librum 
Sententiarum’, in Glasgow Incunabula Project, 
http://www.gla.ac.uk/services/incunabula/a-zofauthorsa-
j/dunsscotusjohannesinprimumlibrumsententiarumvenice1477/#d.en.195010 (n.d.), Julie 
Gardham, ‘Book of the Month: John Duns Scotus, Quaestiones in quattuor libros 
Sententiarum’, http://special.lib.gla.ac.uk/exhibns/month/jan2008.html (2008). 
60 Image online at 
https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/library/files/special/images/exhibitions/month/By23/b
y23_armsdetail.jpg 
61 Gardham, ‘Book of the Month’. 
62 Woodley, ‘Dating and Provenance’. 
December 1480, is a copy of Aquinas’s Quaestiones de potentia dei and Quaestiones de 
malo, while E-VAu 292 (fol. 2r, <**Figure 8.19[8-19.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Histórica, MS 292 [olim 738], fol. 2r (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0292.**>), dated 1482, is a volume of Quintilian, and E-E t.ii.5, 
a volume of Horace, is dated 1484.63 It is therefore possible that the alteration of V was 
indeed an overpainting of the prothonotary’s hat with the lily crown in 1477 or 1478. The 
example of GB-Gu Hunterian By.2.3 suggests that it is possible that there were indeed short-
notice adjustments being made to Giovanni’s books at the time. 
The Portrait Miniature 
[34]On the frontispiece of V, a figure is shown sitting at a desk, reading musical notation 
from an open book.64 He is depicted in a small room, perhaps a loggia or studiolo in the 
Neapolitan Castelnuovo, with arched windows looking out over a view with an ornate wall in 
the foreground, followed by several topiaried trees, the spires and towers of buildings, and a 
background of hills and sky rendered delicately in blue. He wears a purple robe, a blue 
undergarment and footwear, and a darker-blue hat. Can we safely assume that this miniature 
is a portrait of Tinctoris, the author of the texts that it accompanies? If the figure were 
explicitly presented as being in the process of writing then there would be no question that it 
represented the author, but no writing implements are in view. Some fifteenth-century 
manuscripts feature portrait miniatures of their dedicatee or commissioner rather than the 
author of their text(s), so it is necessary as a first step in this chapter to weigh the evidence 
for and against the identification of Tinctoris on the frontispiece of V.  
[35]Tinctoris tells us in the Prologue to De arte contrapuncti, speaking of the works of 
Okeghem, Busnoys, Du Fay and others, that ‘I never hear, never study them without coming 
away happier and more learned.’65 As Rob Wegman has noted, Tinctoris gives evidence here 
that studying as well as hearing music was for him a meaningful mode of engagement, and 
we might therefore feel comfortable with the theorist depicted as not writing, neither singing 
nor playing an instrument, but rather silently examining the music in front of him.66  
[36]Before engaging in more depth with the detail of this specific miniature, it will be placed 
in the context of other iconographically similar miniatures included on the frontispieces of 
manuscripts that can be shown to originate in Naples in the second half of the fifteenth 
century. Twenty examples are extant, of which sixteen may confidently be described as 
portraits (or pseudo-portraits) of the author of the text, since those men, all of whom were 
long dead at the time of painting, are identified as the authors of their theological texts by 
having tonsured heads and specific types of monastic habit, for example Thomas Aquinas in 
F-LO 7 (fol. 7r, <**Figure 8.20[8-20.jpg]Louviers, Médiathèque Boris Vian (formerly 
Bibliothèque municipale), MS 7, fol. 7r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84540154.**>) and Albertus Magnus in E-VAu 390 
(fol. 7r, <**Figure 8.21[8-21.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 
390 [olim 838], fol. 7r (detail). Source: 
http://weblioteca.uv.es/cgi/view.pl?source=uv_ms_0390.**>). Each of these authors is 
depicted wearing the Dominican habit of a black cappa over a white tunic, while Duns 
Scotus wears his brown Franciscan habit in F-Pn lat. 3063 (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.22[8-
                                                 
63 Frontispiece of E-E T.II.5, reprod. in Toscano, Biblioteca reale di Napoli, 615. 
64 See Adam Whittaker, ‘Musical Exemplarity in the Notational Treatises of 
Johannes Tinctoris (c. 1435–1511)’ (PhD dissertation, Birmingham City University, 2015; 
uk.bl.ethos.695295), 20–24. 
65 ‘Ea quoque profecto nunquam audio, nunquam considero quin letior ac doctior 
evadam.’ De contr. Prol.17 (JT:CTW). 
66 Rob C. Wegman, ‘Johannes Tinctoris and the “New Art”’, Music & Letters, 84 (2003): 
171–88 at 174. See also Leofranc Holford-Strevens, ‘Tinctoris on the Great Composers’, in 
Plainsong and Medieval Music, 5 (1996): 193–9. 
22.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Latin 3063, fol. 1r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8446954p.**>). In fourteen of these examples, the 
figures are holding quills and hence are obviously in the process of writing or copying their 
texts.  
[37]Two of the sixteen figures that are identifiable as authors are shown reading rather than 
writing. In GB-Lbl Add. 14781, a copy made in 1480 of Augustine, Expositio psalmorum 
Davidis, the author is shown in his bishop’s robes, and appears to be comparing two books; 
this is similarly the case in F-Pn lat. 6525, an Aquinas manuscript of 1492 or 1493 (fol. 1r, 
<**Figure 8.23[8-23.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS lat. 6525, fol. 1r 
(detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84470611.**>). These two examples, 
which clearly communicate authorship without showing the author actually in the process of 
writing, suggest that it is possible that the figure on the frontispiece of V indeed represents 
Tinctoris.  
[38]Other than the V miniature, only three of the twenty-one examples involving a desk and 
a book show figures in fifteenth-century court robes. The thirteenth-century Dominican friar 
Vincent of Beauvais is, curiously, one of them, and his robes are remarkably close in 
appearance to those of Tinctoris (E-VAu 381, fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.24[8-24.jpg]Valencia, 
Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 381 [olim 850], fol. 1r (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0381.**>).67 The portrait of the second-century scholar Aulus 
Gellius in E-VAu 389, a copy of his Noctes atticae of c.1483 (fol. 19r, <**Figure 8.25[8-
25.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 389 [olim 817], fol. 19r 
(detail). Source: http://weblioteca.uv.es/cgi/view.pl?source=uv_ms_0389.**>), shows the 
author in robes that, again, are remarkably similar to Tinctoris’s, in a painting that also 
replicates the tall arches looking out over a delicately rendered landscape, the chequered 
flooring, and the marble columns seen in the V miniature. The humanist scholar Lorenzo 
Valla died in 1457, around fifteen years before E-VAu 408, a copy of his Elegantiae latinae 
linguae, was completed. He worked at the court of Ferrante I’s predecessor, King Alfonso, to 
whom he was private Latin secretary. Valla, like Tinctoris, reads in the miniature, but does 
not write, and is dressed in court robes (fol. 45r, <**Figure 8.26[8-26.jpg]Valencia, 
Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 408, fol. 45r (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0408.**>). 
[39]How may we account for the fact that these four individuals – Gellius the second-
century scholar, Vincent the thirteenth-century Dominican friar, Valla the earlier fifteenth-
century humanist, and Tinctoris the later fifteenth-century music theorist – are all dressed in 
ostensibly similar court robes? There was clearly an effort on the part of those who planned 
and executed the manuscripts to align the works of fifteenth-century Neapolitan erudites like 
Tinctoris and Valla with great authors of medieval and classical texts. Noctes atticae 
comprises a sequence of notes, quotations and ruminations on many and various classical 
texts, and indeed personal recollections written during the long winter nights spent by 
Gellius in Athens, and was supposedly compiled for the edification and education of his 
children. Vincent of Beauvais’s Speculum historiale is a world history of great length: E-VAu 
381 runs to 300 folios and comprises only books 17–21. It includes a great deal of secular as 
well as sacred history, and features extracts from Cicero, Ovid, Chrysostom, Augustine, and 
Jerome. Robert Ralph Bolgar described Valla’s Elegantiae latinae linguae as ‘the Bible of the 
later Humanists’,68 which attests to its significance as a critical examination of Latin 
grammar, style and rhetoric. E-VAu 408 was produced in the early 1470s, just after Valla’s 
work had been printed and had begun to circulate in large numbers.  
                                                 
67 This manuscript is also linked with V by virtue of the stamps used on its binding; see 
Goursaud, ‘Neapolitan Presentation Manuscripts’, 56–7. 
68 Ralph R. Bolgar, The Classical Heritage and its Beneficiaries (London: Cambridge 
University Press, 1973), 270. 
[40]If it can be considered likely that the V miniature was intended to represent Tinctoris, a 
consequent question is to what extent we might expect the portrait to be a realistic likeness 
of him. In order to understand something of the climate within which the artist was working 
and what his priorities may have been, comparison will be made of several contemporary 
representations of King Ferrante, surely one of the more recognisable individuals in later 
fifteenth-century Naples, and dedicatee of Johannes Tinctoris’s Missa [secundi toni 
irregularis].69 
[41]Ferrante’s physical appearance was described verbally in the following passage: 
Fu il re Ferrante di mediocre statura, con 
testa grande, con bella, e lunga Zazzera di 
color castagno, buono di faccia, e pieno, di 
bel fronte, di proporzionata vita, fu assai 
robusto.70 
Ferrante was of modest stature, with a large 
head, and with a long, handsome, chestnut-
coloured mop of hair. His face was full and 
handsome, and his very pronounced forehead 
was of lively proportion. 
[42]This description is borne out in the life-size marble bust attributed to Domenico Gagini 
that is currently in the Musée du Louvre (<**Figure 8.27[8-27.jpg]Ferrante I of Aragon, King 
of Naples. Photo Credit: © Musée du Louvre/P. Philibert. Source: 
http://cartelen.louvre.fr/cartelen/visite?srv=car_not_frame&idNotice=2310&langue=en.**
>), which seemingly represents Ferrante at his youngest, possibly having been made c.1465–
70.71 Probably later is a coronato by Girolamo Liparolo, the royal die and seal engraver 
(<**Figure 8.28[8-28.jpg]Coin by Liparolo. Left: Obverse. Bust of King Ferrante of Naples © 
Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford. Right: Reverse. © Ashmolean Museum, 
University of Oxford.**>), in which Ferrante’s nose appears more pronounced. Though 
executed in a rather rudimentary fashion, the representation of Ferrante in Melchionne 
Ferraiolo’s chronicle (US-NYpm 801) is valuable since Ferrante is named, and the date of the 
event depicted – the king’s 1486 triumph following the barons’ revolt – is also clearly stated. 
The king’s nose is again more pronounced than in the Gagini bust.72 
[43]Two visual representations of King Ferrante appear in F-Pn lat. 12947, a copy of Andreas 
Contrarius, Obiurgatio in calumniatorem Platonis, which may be dated to 1471 on the basis 
of payment records, as may similarly the decoration be ascribed to the work of Cola 
Rapicano.73 As shall become apparent later, Cola and his son (or possibly brother) Nardo 
Rapicano were central to manuscript decoration at the Neapolitan court in the second half of 
the fifteenth century, and between them bear responsibility for the decoration of V. The first 
image of Ferrante, on fol. 2r, (<**Figure 8.29[8-29.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, MS lat. 12947, fol. 2r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84470967.**>) is executed in ink with gold 
highlighting on mauve ink-washed parchment, showing the king on horseback. The second 
miniature shows the king in profile (fol. 3r, <**Figure 8.30[8-30.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, MS lat. 12947, fol. 3r (detail). Source: 
                                                 
69 The dedicatory distich appears at the head of the opening verso of the mass’s single 
surviving source, I-VEcap DCCLV, fol. 17v. See Johannes Tinctoris, Missa [secundi toni 
irregularis] in Johannes Tinctoris: Complete Practical Works, ed. Jeffrey J. Dean and 
Christian Goursaud (Forthcoming at http://www.earlymusictheory.org; hereafter JT:CPW). See 
also William Melin, ed., Johanni [sic] Tinctoris Opera omnia (Corpus mensurabilis musicae, 
18; n.p.: American Institute of Musicology, 1976), 1–32. 
70 Giovanni Antonio Summonte, Historia della città e regno di Napoli 1601–43, iv 
(Naples: R. Gessari, 1748); quoted in Hersey, Alfonso II and the Artistic Renewal of Naples, 
27. 
71 Hersey, Alfonso II and the Artistic Renewal of Naples, 27–8. 
72 Repr. in Hersey, Alfonso II and the Artistic Renewal of Naples, fig. 28. 
73 Toscano, ‘Les rois bibliophiles’, 300. 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84470967.**>). In I-Nn I.B.57, a breviary prepared for 
Ferrante, the king is similarly represented with seeming realism.74  
[44]An apparent problem is found in considering the representations of Ferrante in a series 
of miniatures in Giovan Matteo de Russis’s 1492 copy of Giuniano Maio’s De Maiestate (F-
Pn ital. 1711). In some of these miniatures by Nardo Rapicano, Ferrante is represented with a 
more generic rounded head (fol. 10v, <**Figure 8.31[8-31.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale 
de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 10v (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>) that is not dissimilar to those of the 
soldiers depicted behind him. On fol. 21v (<**Figure 8.32[8-32.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 21v (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>), however, Nardo has made more of an 
attempt at representing Ferrante’s facial features, and even more so on fol. 19r (<**Figure 
8.33[8-33.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 19r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>). On fol. 58r (<**Figure 8.34[8-
34.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 58r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>), even though the representation of the 
king’s head is not as detailed as in other miniatures, the profile rendered is quite reminiscent 
of the Gagini bust discussed above. 
[45]The evidence so far discussed would suggest that there were often successful attempts at 
realistic portraiture in Nardo’s work and in the work of the Neapolitan miniaturists in 
general. Though this was not always the case, generic representations of heads and facial 
features tend to be recognisable by a more rounded and less detailed execution that is visible 
in the non-featured characters in many of the examples of miniatures given so far and later 
in this chapter. In V, the figure has a delicately rendered ‘button nose’, a slight chin and 
brow, with fairly deep-set eyes. The tuft of hair at the base of the rear of his hat rather 
suggests that the hat is worn tightly and is holding in a generous quantity of thick hair. In 
short, I believe that it is likely that we are looking at a well-defined representation as 
opposed to a generic one, and hence that we are indeed presented with a likeness of Tinctoris 
himself.75 
[46]In interpreting the significance or otherwise of the robes worn by Tinctoris in the V 
miniature, an important documentary reference to consider is an entry in the Neapolitan 
Cedole di tesoreria of 25 October 1480.76 This chapel wardrobe account quite remarkably 
mention Tinctoris by name, specifying a payment made to him in cloth (such a distribution 
                                                 
74 Fol. 11r, reprod. in Antonella Putaturo Murano, Miniature napoletane del rinascimento 
(Naples: Libreria scientifica editrice, 1973), Plate xxiii. 
75 Another factor concerning Tinctoris’s appearance is the line in the eulogy of Frater 
Fortunatus, which relates that Tinctoris was ‘Belgian by birth, but in looks and language a 
Latin’ (Ronald Woodley, ‘The Proportionale musices of Iohannes Tinctoris: A Critical 
Edition, Translation and Study’ (DPhil dissertation, University of Oxford, 1982), i. 125). 
Woodley suggests this could possibly imply that ‘after his years in Naples he may have 
acquired a certain Mediterranean swarthiness of complexion, rather than that of a pale 
northerner, as well as local linguistic proficiency. Whether it means that Fortunatus also 
regarded his more general appearance as ‘Latin’, it is hard to say.’ (Personal communication, 
October 2015). 
76 The Cedole di tesoreria, or the general records of the Aragonese treasury, detail 
expenditure relating to a wide variety of courtly activities, including the payment of scribes 
and illuminators. What survives of the Cedole is transcribed in Nicola Barone, ‘Le cedole di 
tesoreria dell’Archivio di Stato di Napoli dell’anno 1460 al 1504’, Archivio storico per le 
province napoletane, 9 (1884), 4–34, 205–48, 387–429, 601–37; 10 (1885), 5–47; and  
Anna Maria Compagna Perrone Capano, ed., Frammenti di cedole della Tesoreria (1438–
74): Albarani della Tesoreria (1414–88), Testi e documenti di storia napoletana, Serie II, 
Fonti aragonesi, 10 (Naples: L’Accademia, 1979). 
to courtiers is very common in the Cedole): ‘A Ioan Tintoris. Firenza paonaczo de grana 
sbagnato. canna 3 pal. 6.’77 It is immediately evident that this refers to Florentine cloth, but 
what of paonaczo de grana sbagnato?  
[47]Scholarly opinion is divided as to whether the term paonaczo (variant spellings include 
pavonazzo, paonazzo, paonazo, pagonazzo, paonaczo, and paonacza) may have referred 
specifically to the ‘deep, rich blue-violet’ colouring of the body of the peacock (pavone), or 
that of the peahen, ‘a brownish tint of red’.78 It would therefore seem likely that the term 
could describe a range of colours between blue and red. Evidence for this is provided by 
records that use the term in conjunction with qualifiers to describe the particular shade of 
pavonazzo. A quantity of zambelotto (a plain woollen cloth) pavonazzo, which was given in 
1504 to the Venetian Signoria by the sultan of Turkey, was described as ‘piu scuro’ than 
another, while in the same consignment was ‘paonazo con fojani turchini’, which presumably 
featured a pattern of leaves in a Turkish style.79 The late fifteenth- and early sixteenth-
century Venetian historian Marin Sanudo recorded the price of ‘paonazzo morello’,80 thereby 
demonstrating quite clearly the potential for variant shades, while the prolific Venetian 
writer Lodovico Dolce (1508–68), in his 1565 Dialogo dei colori, linked pavonazzo more 
specifically to ‘purpura violata’.81 Stella Mary Newton writes that a bearded man in Titian’s 
Presentation of the Virgin at the Temple is probably wearing pavonazzo velvet (<**Figure 
8.35[8-35.jpg]Titian: Presentation of the Virgin at the Temple. Photo credit: © 2006, Scala, 
Florence/Art Resource, N.Y.**>).82 As the corpse of Pope Leo X lay in state in 1521, his face 
was described as ‘come paonazo scuro che era segno di veneno’ (like dark pavonazzo, which 
was a sign of poisoning).83  
[48]A convincing interpretation of the reasons behind the confusion over the definition of 
pavonazzo is advanced by Jacqueline Herald.84 In 1464, Pope Paul II declared the dyestuff 
known as ‘chermisi’ to be ‘purpura cardinalizia’ (the cardinals’ purple). Chermisi (crimson, 
similarly derived from the Greek kermes) was, however, a high-quality red dye, imported 
from the East, which produced a red tending towards the orange end of the spectrum, and 
was used for silk velvets and wool.85 Herald attributes this inconsistency to the decline in the 
use of purple murex, ‘especially after the fall of Constantinople [in 1453], the last bastion of 
                                                 
77 Quoted in Edmond vander Straeten, La musique aux Pays-Bas avant le XIX siècle, 4 
vols. (Brussels: G. A. van Trigt, 1867–88; repr. New York: Dover Publications, 1969), iv. 28–
30; and Ronald Woodley, ‘Iohannes Tinctoris: A Review of the Documentary Biographical 
Evidence’, in Journal of the American Musicological Society, 34 (1981): 217–48 at 244–5. 
The document is now lost. Cloth at Naples was usually measured, as here, in terms of the 
canna (plural: canne), which was equal to eight palmi (sing. palmo) or approximately 2.1 
metres. 
78 Jacqueline Herald, in Renaissance Dress in Italy, 1400–1500 (London: Bell & Hyman, 
1981), 224, asserts that the colour is that of the peahen, while Carole Collier Frick, in 
Dressing Renaissance Florence (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2002), 310; and 
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Reclaiming Rome: Cardinals in the Fifteenth Century (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 138. 
79 Newton, Dress of the Venetians, 18–21. 
80 Marin Sanudo, De origine, situ et magistratibus urbis Venetae ovvero la città di 
Venetia (1493–1530), ed. Angelo Caracciolo Arico (Milan: Cisalpino, La Goliardica, 1980), 
58. 
81 Lodovico Dolce, Dialogo dei colori (Lanciano: G. Carabba, 1913), 22–3. See Newton, 
Dress of the Venetians, 19. 
82 Newton, Dress of the Venetians, 178. 
83 Sanudo, De origine, 236. See also Newton, Dress of the Venetians, 20 and 158. 
84 Herald, Renaissance Dress in Italy, 91. 
85 Frick, Dressing Renaissance Florence, 305 and 310. 
medieval purple dyeing’.86 If this is the case, the apparent imprecision of the terminology 
may be due to the fact that pavonazzo maintained its symbolic meaning(s), and continued to 
be made using high-quality dyes, while the actual colour changed, owing to the changing 
availability of dyestuffs and expertise.  
[49]The use of chermisi to make pavonazzo took place in both Florence and Venice, where it 
was known as cremesino. Though the regulations controlling the activities of dyers in 
Florence and Venice were largely similar, they did differ in that in Florence pavonazzo was 
also made using grana, a red dye that was less expensive than chermisi, and hence was 
considered inferior. Its name derives from the fact that it was made from mediterranean 
shield lice, whose dried bodies had the appearance of kernels of grain.87 Though it was less 
highly prized than chermisi, grana still made valuable cloth. Indeed, ‘The most expensive 
woollens imported into Rome – those dyed with grana – were almost exclusively of 
Florentine origin. A bolt of wool cloth dyed with grana fetched the considerable price of 70 
florins, whereas a bolt without grana sold for between 27 and 45 florins.’88 
[50]The distribution of cloth to Tinctoris may therefore be understood to be washed 
(sbagnato) Florentine pavonazzo cloth dyed with grana – an expensive product that 
imparted a red colour. The changing shades of pavonazzo from purple to red during the 
fifteenth century, as described above, may provide an explanation for the fact that the robes 
we see Tinctoris wearing in the V miniature are of a more purple hue; if the priority of the 
artist was to portray him in the most favourable light, then the representation of his robes 
being of the older purple shade would be logical, even if the robes he was actually supplied 
with were of the newer, redder, cloth made with grana dye.89 
Artists and Miniaturists 
[51]Having considered some of the more general aspects of V’s portrait miniature, we now 
turn to consider those artists who were responsible for decorating this music-theory 
manuscript in such a manner as to place it aesthetically amongst the most prized of late 
fifteenth-century Neapolitan royal books. A brief assessment of the secondary literature will 
hopefully serve as an introduction to the discussion that follows. 
[52]Tammaro De Marinis attributed the painting of the portrait miniature on the 
frontispiece of V to the Neapolitan artist Cristoforo Majorana.90 Leeman L. Perkins 
subsequently adopted De Marinis’s attribution and attempted to substantiate the case by 
way of comparison with a similar portrait miniature (fol. 1r; see Figure 8.25 above) on the 
frontispiece of E-VAu 389 ‘for which there are records of payment to Majorana’.91 Perkins 
asserted that ‘Gellius is clad in a robe of the same mauve color as that worn by Tinctoris’, 
that he ‘is seated in a similar attitude at a small table that forms like angles with chair and 
walls, and he is discovered on a closed terrace that is very much the same with the opening to 
the sea divided by columns into three arched bays, the wall surface below done in a series of 
recessed panels, the floor tiled in contrasting colours, and the same curtained opening giving 
to the left’. Furthermore, he ventured that ‘a significant resemblance is also discernible in the 
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ornamental cornice crowning the page and in the position, expression, and general 
appearance of the putti supporting the Aragonese escutcheon below’.92 Finally, Perkins 
ascribed the secondary decoration of V – the foliate borderwork and painted initials – to the 
atelier of Matteo Felice, on the basis of similarities with the decoration of the Neapolitan 
Aquinas manuscripts F-Pn lat. 495, F-Pn lat. 674, and F-Pn lat. 6525. Then, in 1982, Ronald 
Woodley asserted a revision, on the advice of Albinia de la Mare, to Perkins’s attribution of 
the portrait miniature of V to Cristoforo Majorana. The putti on the frontispiece of this 
manuscript, we learned, were unmistakably the work of Cola Rapicano.93  
[53]Gennaro Toscano has subsequently re-attributed the painting of the frontispiece of V to 
Nardo Rapicano, who was active at Naples during the last quarter of the fifteenth century.94 
He was presumably either the son or the brother of Cola Rapicano, after whose death we find 
the first records of payments to Nardo in his own name.95 In order to engage with this 
attribution, it is necessary first to confront the fact that there is only one securely 
attributable example of the artist’s work: F-Pn ital. 1711, the aforementioned copy by Giovan 
Matteo de Russis of Maio’s De Maiestate. The attribution is made possible by the following 
Cedole record of 2 April 1493: 
A Nardo Rapicano miniatore a di II de aprile 1493. XV ducati, IIII tarì XV grani a 
lo quale lo señore Re li comanda dare cioè III tarì per uno principio istoriato che 
ha facto in uno libro che ha composto mastro Juliano de Magio de laudi de soa 
Maestà in vulgare; XV ducati per trenta istorie che ha facte in dicto libro che 
ciaschuna e uno quatro dinto multe figure, et XV grani per vinti una lictera 
perusina facte in dicta libro, quale libro ha consignato in la libraria de Soa 
Maestà in potere de Baltassarro Scariglia a XXIII de febraro proximo paxato.96 
[54]Nardo’s thirty miniatures in this manuscript depict significant events in Ferrante’s life 
and demarcate the beginning of each chapter of the book. The miniature on fol. 10v 
(<**Figure 8.36[8-36.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 10v 
(detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>) shows Ferrante 
pardoning Marino Marzano (c.1400–89), who had previously attempted to assassinate the 
king. It demonstrates the rounded heads that are evident in Nardo’s figurative work – one of 
the markers of his style that has been identified by Toscano also in the frontispiece of I-Nn 
I.B.57.97 The characteristic is very clear in the miniature on fol. 27r of F-Pn ital. 1711 
(<**Figure 8.37[8-37.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 27r 
(detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>), which shows 
Ferrante giving a sword and crown to Antonio Todeschini Piccolomini (c.1435–93), Duke of 
Amalfi. In the frontispiece of V, Tinctoris’s head (<**Figure 8.38[8-38.jpg]Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece (detail). Source: 
Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>) and those of the angels (<**Figure 8.39[8-
39.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece 
(detail). Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>) certainly exhibit this 
roundness, as do those of the putti (<**Figure 8.40[8-40.jpg]Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece (detail). Source: Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>). By comparison, the representation of heads by Cristoforo 
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Majorana, for whose work the frontispiece of V has been mistaken,98 is somewhat different; 
in Majorana’s work is a constant presence of grumpy (imbronciati) putti and a nervous and 
expressionistic quality to the other figures.99 For example, see the frontispiece (fol. 1r, 
<**Figure 8.41[8-41.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 758 [olim 758], 
fol. 1r: frontispiece. Source: http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0758.**>) of E-VAu 758, a copy of 
Aesop, Vita and Fabulae, that is securely attributable to Majorana’s work of 1481.100 With 
magnification of fol. 1r (<**Figure 8.41[8-41.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca 
Històrica, MS 758 [olim 758], fol. 1r: frontispiece (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0758.**>), it may be seen how Majorana’s putti have squarer, 
more thick-set heads, and heavier, more muscular bodies and, as Toscano suggests, 
grumpier expressions than those of Nardo on the frontispiece of V. There, the putti’s lithe 
bodies are rendered delicately, while their rounded heads have faces bearing apparently 
pious expressions. 
[55]The miniature on fol. 26r of F-Pn ital. 1711 (<**Figure 8.43[8-43.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 26r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>) shows Ferrante under a canopy, 
presenting a written document to Jean II of Anjou, in the presence of several Neapolitan 
courtiers. Through the windows we see the spires of churches against the hilly skyline of 
Naples (<**Figure 8.44[8-44.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 
26r (detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>), rendered just as 
delicately in light blue as they are in V (<**Figure 8.45[8-45.jpg]Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece (detail). Source: Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>), in a distinctive yet abstract and suggestive style. Nardo’s 
gradient blue shading is also clearly evident in the marginal decoration of fol. 10v of F-Pn 
ital. 1711 (<**Figure 8.46[8-46.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 
10v (detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>), which may be 
compared with <**Figure 8.47[8-47.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 
835 [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece (detail). Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca 
Històrica.**>, a detail from the right side of the V design. While this shading is part of the 
style of the workshop of Cola Rapicano, in which both Nardo and Majorana trained, it is 
again evident, by comparison with fol. 1r of E-VAu 758 (<**Figure 8.48[8-48.jpg]Universitat 
de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 758 [olim 758], fol. 1r: frontispiece (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0758.**>), that the latter artist’s execution of the feature is 
markedly more coarse, lacking the carefully refined control of gradient seen in Nardo’s work. 
[56]The sense of local specificity that may be appreciated in the V miniature is highlighted 
by the rendering of the islands out to sea in the Bay of Naples in the second miniature on fol. 
52v of F-Pn ital. 1711 (<**Figure 8.49[8-49.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS 
ital. 1711, fol. 52v (detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d. **>). In 
the foreground are seen the unmistakeable fortifications of the Castelnuovo; a comparison 
with (Figure 8.50[8-50.jpg]Fortifications of the Castelnuovo, Naples. My photograph 
(September 2012).**>) gives a sense both of Nardo’s literal depiction of what was an iconic 
building in then-contemporary art,101 and of historical continuity to the present day. A 
further appreciation of Nardo’s concern for replicating the architectural reality of the 
locations he was required to depict may be gained by comparing his miniature of the 
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medieval city of Rhodes (F-Pn ital. 1711, fol. 12v, <**Figure 8.52[8-52.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 12v (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>), which is a reasonably accurate 
representation of the architecture of the city, and is executed with a rather different style and 
using a paler palette, further to enhance the local specificity. While it is not possible to assert 
that Tinctoris is represented on the frontispiece of V in a room that looks exactly as it once 
did, a certain formal similarity is perceptible between the arches that give on to the city 
skyline beyond in the miniature, and the galleries on the west and south fronts of the 
building. These galleries, on the top floor of the Castelnuovo, consisted of open arches, which 
from the south front provide views out to sea, and in modern times have been glazed 
(<**Figures 8.53[8-53.jpg]South front of the Castelnuovo, Naples. My own photograph 
(September 2012).**>, <**8.54[8-54.jpg]Interior of the gallery on the south front of the 
Castelnuovo, Naples. My own photograph (September 2012).**>, <**8.55[8-55.jpg]Interior 
of the gallery on the south front of the Castelnuovo, Naples. My own photograph (September 
2012).**>, and <**8.56[8-56.jpg]View from the gallery on the south front of the 
Castelnuovo, Naples. My own photograph (September 2012).**>). From the gallery on the 
west front would have been seen the hills and church spires of the Tinctoris miniature; they 
were restored during the twentieth century and currently are not accessible by members of 
the public (<**Figure 8.57[8-57.jpg]West front of the Castelnuovo, Naples. My own 
photograph (September 2012).**>).102 
[57]Toscano observes that the lips of Nardo’s putti and other figures are characterised by a 
light brushstroke in reddish-brown tones.103 This is evident in three manuscripts that he 
ascribes to Nardo: F-Pn lat. 7810 (fol. 5r, <**Figure 8.58[8-58.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, MS lat. 7810, fol. 5r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8447104b.**>), a copy of Francesco Filelfo, 
Orationes,104 along with the aforementioned copy of Gellius, Noctes atticae, E-VAu 389 (fol. 
19r, <**Figure 8.59[8-59.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 389 
[olim 817], fol. 19r (detail). Source: 
http://weblioteca.uv.es/cgi/view.pl?source=uv_ms_0389.**>), and the breviary I-Nn 
I.B.57.105 The lips of Majorana’s putti, e.g. on fol. 1r of E-VAu 758 (<**Figure 8.60[8-
60.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 758 [olim 758], fol. 1r: frontispiece 
(detail). Source: http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0758.**>), are quite clearly executed with the 
dark brown that is used to render the other facial features. This marker, the light brushstroke 
below the mouths of the putti, is evident in V (<**Figure 8.61[8-61.jpg]Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 2r: frontispiece (detail). Source: 
Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>). This and the other features described here 
suggest that the frontispiece of V, including the portrait miniature of Johannes Tinctoris, 
should indeed be considered to be the work of Nardo Rapicano. 
Secondary Decoration 
[58]There is undoubtedly a certain allure to the study of sumptuous frontispieces and to the 
interpretation of figurative and narrative miniatures. No less rewarding of attention, 
however, is the secondary decoration of such manuscripts as V – the various strategies 
employed to organize the textual content of the manuscript by visual means, and the stylistic 
aesthetics within and through which those strategies are deployed. The following discussion 
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will focus first on the hierarchy of decorated initials in V as expressed by their respective 
size, the media used in their execution, and the extent of their marginal extension and 
elaboration, before proceeding to questions of artistic style attribution. 
[59]In order to provide necessary context, the following analysis of the manner in which the 
content of V is structured by visual means will be achieved through comparisons with V’s 
sister manuscript I-Bu 2573 (hereafter BU). V and BU each contain the same nine treatises 
in the same order. V is the larger manuscript, each parchment folio measuring 272 × 190 
mm, while BU’s folios are smaller at 235 × 168 mm, and consequently V runs to 164 and BU 
to 190 folios. This physical disparity means that the mise-en-page of each manuscript is 
different, and while they both articulate essentially the same textual content, that content is 
presented in subtly different ways. One of the most evident ways in which this finds 
expression is in the decorated initials, which are by far the most abundant type of visual 
decoration in each manuscript. These decorated initials, as with other manuscripts of the 
period, are organised in a hierarchy that reflects the structure of the texts presented, and 
imposes order on them in the eyes and mind of the reader. The nature of these music-
theoretical texts, with Tinctoris’s characteristically exhaustive lists of intervals and 
proportions, results in a huge number of initials that form part of a carefully organised 
system that is highly structured, but is still flexible enough to adjust to local space 
constraints.  
[60]Each decorated initial assumes its place in the hierarchy with reference to two factors: 
its height, expressed by an equivalent number of text lines, and the media used to execute it 
– polychrome painted decoration or penwork tracery. In both V and BU it is possible to 
define three hierarchical levels of decorated initial, which here will be described as Classes 1, 
2, and 3. Before addressing those, however, let us pay attention to the smallest 
organisational decorative element – the paraph. These marks, executed alternately in red 
and blue ink, are used to mark the beginnings of chapter titles in tables of contents, for 
rubrics that announce the titles of chapters, for list items in running text or vertical listings, 
to mark the beginnings of new units of meaning (so roughly equivalent to the modern 
concept of paragraph separation), and to begin the underlay of musical examples. In the 
second chapter of the Expositio manus, Tinctoris lists the locations on the hand where notes 
are to be referenced. A paraph clarifies the beginning of each item in the list in both 
manuscripts. Note, however, how in V, fol. 3r (<**Figure 8.62[8-62.jpg]Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 3r. Source: Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica.**>), the earlier manuscript, the list is given in running text, whereas in 
the later version, BU, fol. 4r (<**Figure 8.63[8-63.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 
2573, fol. 4r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>) each list item is afforded a new 
line, resulting in greater clarity for the reader. In a sense, the paraphs are playing a greater 
role in articulating the structure of the theoretical text in V, but without doubt there is a 
successful attempt in BU to enhance the clarity of the text, and the paraphs still play an 
important part in that process. This is the first example of several where an enhanced clarity 
of articulation through mise-en-page has been achieved in BU. 
[61]Class-3 decorated initials are generally 2-line, executed in red or blue ink with blue or 
red tracery. There are 339 such initials in V (e.g. fol. 57r, <**Figure 8.64[8-
64.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 57r (detail). 
Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>) and 331 in BU (e.g. fol. 23v, 
<**Figure 8.65[8-65.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 23v (detail). 
Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>). They are used mainly to itemise rules, 
‘methods’, and other technical categories such as intervals and proportions in lists within 
chapters. They are also used to restart the main text following interruption by a diagram, to 
mark the beginnings of paratexts such as the two elogia in V, to mark the beginning of the 
underlay of musical examples, and occasionally to mark the beginning of rubrics before the 
beginning of works, whose text is marked by an initial of a higher class. The tracery is limited 
to describing the square surrounding the letter shape and features only very slight extension 
into the left margin. 
[62]In chapter 2 of the Liber de natura et proprietate tonorum, the second treatise in each 
manuscript, Tinctoris again lists sequences of types of interval. In BU, the later manuscript, 
fols. 22v–23r (<**Figure 8.66[8-66.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fols. 
22v–23r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>), Class-3 initials are used to alert the 
reader to the list items. This frees the paraph to be used to demarcate units of meaning in the 
text within each music-theoretical example given. Though V does of course feature many 
Class-3 initials, the hierarchical subtlety found in chapter 2 of the Liber de natura et 
proprietate tonorum in BU is not made in the earlier manuscript, e.g. fols. 19r (<**Figure 
8.67[8-67.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 19r. 
Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>) and 19v (<**Figure 8.68[8-
68.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 19v. Source: 
Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>). Paraphs are used both for the beginnings 
of examples and for units of meaning within them. This, therefore, is a second example of the 
organising power of visual decoration being exploited to a greater degree in BU than in V. 
[63]There are 211 Class-2 initials in V (e.g. fol. 3r, <**Figure 8.69[8-69.jpg]Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 3r. Source: Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica.**>), and 221 in BU (e.g. fol. 22v, <**Figure 8.70[8-70.jpg]Bologna, 
Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 22v. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>). 
They are usually 4-line, though very occasionally 2- or 3-line due to local space constraints. 
They are used to denote the beginnings of chapters, and are therefore one hierarchical level 
down from Class-1 initials, which denote the beginnings of treatises and their subdivision 
into books. In each Class-2 initial, the letter shape is rendered in shell gold or blue ink, and 
ornamented with penwork tracery in, respectively, violet or red ink. The initials alternate 
between blue and gold lettering, with the appropriate secondary colour. A few Class-2 initials 
in V are rendered with a red letter-form and blue tracery; this does not occur in BU, where 
the distinction between Class 2 as blue or gold and Class 3 as red or blue is maintained. The 
tracery describes a square around the initial and then extends into the left margin, 
sometimes filling it and extending beyond the writing block at both top and bottom. 
[64]Class-1 initials are used to mark the beginnings of treatises and books within treatises; 
they are generally 6- or 7-line, and lavishly executed in polychrome paint. At the beginning 
of the second treatise, De natura et proprietate tonorum, though there are obvious 
differences in the style of the decoration, the essential structure is the same in V (fol. 16r, 
<**Figure 8.71[8-71.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], 
fol. 16r. Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>) and BU (fol. 19r, 
<**Figure 8.72[8-72.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 19r. Source: 
Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>): a Class-1 initial with marginal extensions reaching 
beyond the top and bottom of the writing block. A difference occurs at the beginning of 
chapter 1 of the treatise, where in V the usual Class-2 initial is used (fol. 17r, <**Figure 
8.73[8-73.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 17r. 
Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>), but in BU a subordinate type of 
Class 1 initial is introduced (fol. 20r, <**Figure 8.74[8-74.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca 
Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 19r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>), which, as I 
shall demonstrate, is later used to provide a clearer and more subtly defined organizational 
structure than was achieved in V, the earlier manuscript. 
[65]At the beginning of the third treatise, De notis et pausis, the initial decoration used in V 
changes to a less elaborate version of the previous Class-1 initial that began a treatise, but at 
the same organisational level (fol. 43v, <**Figure 8.75[8-75.jpg]Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 43v. Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca 
Històrica.**>). By contrast, in BU, just as at the beginning of the previous treatise in the 
manuscript, a full-scale Class-1 initial is used (fol. 47r, <**Figure 8.76[8-76.jpg]Bologna, 
Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 47r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>). A 
distinction has been set up in BU that will allow the more complex treatises later in the 
codex, which have subdivisions into books, to be articulated more clearly by the hierarchy of 
initials. 
[65]For the beginning of the fourth (De regulari valore notarum: V, fol. 48r, <**Figure 
8.77[8-77.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 48r. 
Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>; BU fol. 52v, <**Figure 8.78[8-
78.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 52r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, 
Bologna.**>) and fifth treatises (De imperfectione notarum: V, fol. 55r, <**Figure 8.79[8-
79.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 55r. Source: 
Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>; BU, fol. 61r, <**Figure 8.80[8-
80.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 61r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, 
Bologna.**>), the prevalent pattern is maintained, but an apparent anomaly occurs in BU at 
the beginning of book 2 of De imperfectione notarum, where a full-scale Class-1 initial is 
used in place of the expected less elaborate version (fol. 68v, <**Figure 8.81[8-
81.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 68v. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, 
Bologna.**>). However, while Class-1 initials in BU up to this point have been almost always 
6-line, in the planning of this page there was clearly concern over the amount of material to 
be presented in such a busy layout with two musical examples, and hence a 5-line initial is 
used. There is evidence elsewhere in BU of musical examples causing layout problems that 
caused portions of the main text to require erasure and recompletion in an abbreviated 
format. Here, therefore, on fol. 68v, the decorator was left with only a five-line space for the 
initial, which this may have influenced his decision to use more elaborate marginal 
extensions at this point. It appears that in the decision-making process for the mise-en-page 
of these treatises there was a flexible balance between following rigidly hierarchical 
structures and being sensitive to the visual balance of the page in question. The large amount 
of textual rubric on fol. 68v of BU has been mirrored by the artist in his use of red in the 
middle of the initial ‘T’, and in both foliate vines at the head and foot of the page. 
[66]The initials that begin the sixth and seventh treatises follow the expected pattern, as 
does the eighth, De arte contrapuncti, until in V, the beginning of chapter 1 is decorated 
with a Class-1 initial (fol. 80v, <**Figure 8.82[8-82.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca 
Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 80v. Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca 
Històrica.**>). This is the only point in V – apart from one example in the first treatise, 
where it is unremarkable since it follows the frontispiece directly – where a Class-1 initial is 
used for any reason other than to denote the beginning of a treatise or a book. It would 
appear that special significance has been given to this work in V, but not in BU, where the 
work receives the standard Class-2 initial. If, as discussed above, V was produced in late 1477 
or 1478, very soon after the completion of this very treatise on 11 October 1477 (a date 
obtainable from B-Br II 4147),106 then the fact that opportunity was taken in the hierarchy of 
initial decoration to herald the beginning of the Liber de arte contrapuncti, whose recent 
completion may have occasioned the very production of the codex, would make a good deal 
of sense. 
[66]It is in De arte contrapuncti and in the final treatise, the Proportionale musices, that the 
elegance of the decorational planning in BU comes to the fore, since they each divide into 
three books. At the beginning of De arte contrapuncti (fol. 89v, <**Figure 8.83[8-
83.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 89v. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, 
Bologna.**>), and at the beginnings of its second (fol. 133v, <**Figure 8.84[8-
84.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 133v. Source: Biblioteca 
Universitaria, Bologna.**>) and third (fol. 160r, <**Figure 8.85[8-85.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca 
Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 160r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>) books, may 
be seen the utility of the implementation of two orders of Class-1 initial in BU – to express 
                                                 
106 Woodley, ‘Dating and Provenance’. 
clearly the hierarchical distinction between treatise and book. This is a subtlety unachieved 
in the decoration of the earlier manuscript V. 
[66]A feature is made in BU of the final treatise, the Proportionale musices, whose opening 
Class-1 initial has a marginal extension that surrounds the entire text block (fol. 167r, 
<**Figure 8.86[8-86.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 167r. Source: 
Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>). Note that the red–blue alternation seen at so many 
decorative levels is here mirrored in the quartet of flowers at the foot of the design. 
Additionally, in BU the less elaborate form of Class-1 initial (fol. 168r, <**Figure 8.87[8-
87.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 167r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, 
Bologna.**>) is used to mark the beginning of chapter 1 of the final treatise, soon after the 
beginning, as a special emphasis, just as had been done, albeit within a slightly less refined 
system, in V to mark De arte contrapuncti.  
[67]At the beginning of book 2, V features its usual Class-1 initial (fol. 156r, <**Figure 
8.88[8-88.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 156r. 
Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>), while BU uses the less elaborate 
Class 1 as expected (fol. 180v, <**Figure 8.89[8-89.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 
2573, fol. 180v. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>). At the beginning of the third 
book of the Proportionale musices in V, there should be a Class-1 initial of ‘Tractato’ halfway 
down fol. 157v, but instead there is only a Class 2 (<**Figure 8.90[8-90.jpg]Universitat de 
València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 157v. Source: Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica.**>). The Class 1 initial is found, somewhat bizarrely, on the previous 
recto ((<**Figure 8.91[8-91.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 
844], fol. 156r. Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>), forming the initial 
of chapter 6 of Book 2. My only explanation for this is that it was judged that there simply 
was not room for a Class 1 initial in its proper place, given that these and the following pages 
are all very busy, and feature music examples, so a compromise was found of putting the 
major initial as close as possible to where it should be. This was not a problem in BU, where 
a fully elaborated Class-1 initial features as a flourish to mark the beginning of the final 
section of the manuscript book.  
[68]Such secondary manuscript decoration is neither pure adornment nor a dogged, 
predictable, and benign addition to the verbal text. As shown by the differences in 
articulation achieved in the decoration of the initials in V and BU, the decisions made by 
those who planned and executed the decoration have meaningful consequences for the 
understanding of the text by the reader. But what of the style of this decoration? If Nardo 
Rapicano was responsible for the execution of the frontispiece of V, might he also have 
painted the polychrome initials?  
[69]The style of Nardo’s twenty-one Perugian letters (‘vinti una lictera perusina facte in dicta 
libro’; see para. 30 above) in F-Pn ital. 1711 (e.g. fol. 16r, <**Figure 8.92[8-92.jpg] Paris, 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS ital. 1711, fol. 16r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8438678d.**>), however, is clearly different from the 
polychrome painted initials in V. The main letter-forms in the decorated letters of the former 
manuscript are rendered in shell gold, and the background consists of blue and red sections 
with white tracery. They extend to only two text-lines in height, just as in F-Pn lat. 3063, 
where the same style is combined with a hierarchically superior level of initial decoration in 
the bianchi girari style (e.g. fol. 9v, <**Figure 8.93[8-93.jpg] Paris, Bibliothèque nationale 
de France, MS lat. 3063, fol. 9v (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8446954p.**>) that was also used by many Neapolitan 
artists; this combination is also found in F-Pn lat. 3147, while in F-Pn lat. 7810 (e.g. fol. 75r, 
<**Figure 8.94[8-94.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS lat. 7810, fol. 75r 
(detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8446954p.**>), Nardo again employs 
the bianchi girari style. The basic design of the decorated initials found in F-Pn ital. 1711 is 
also found in Majorana’s work, e.g. E-VAu 758, fol. 75v (<**Figure 8.95[8-95.jpg] Universitat 
de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 758 [olim 758], fol. 75v (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0758.**>), though, as with the execution of his putti, this 
artist’s work is less refined than that of Nardo. A similar, though simpler, approach is found 
in Nardo’s E-VAu 389, with the basic letter form in shell gold, on a background of blue (e.g. 
fol. 77v, (<**Figure 8.96[8-96.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 389 
[olim 817], fol. 77v (detail). Source: http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0389.**>) or red (e.g. 76v, 
(<**Figure 8.97[8-97.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 389 [olim 817], 
fol. 76v (detail). Source: http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0389.**>) with white tracery, or 
indeed blueish green with green tracery (e.g. fol. 67v, (<**Figure 8.98[8-98.jpg]Universitat 
de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 389 [olim 817], fol. 67v (detail). Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0389.**>).  
[69]By contrast, the fundamental letter form of the 6-line painted initial of ‘Manus’ on fol. 2v 
of V (<**Figure 8.99[8-99.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 
844], fol. 2v (detail). Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>) is described 
in purple, offset with a lighter shade, which is in turn detailed with a small amount of white 
tracery. The letter shape is rounded, and from the midpoint of the top of the arch springs an 
elaboration, in blue on the left, terminating in a purple sprout, and in green on the right, 
terminating in a blue sprout. These basic colours are refined, like the purple body of the 
letter, by pointing in a lighter shade and with light tracery. The decoration is continued with 
a green crossing at the midpoint of the central ascender, and with sprouting extensions to 
the feet of the letter. This is set against a background of shell gold and surrounded with a 
border formed of a pair of parallel lines in black ink. From the initial, and into the left 
border, extends a vine featuring a blue flower with a yellow centre, two white flowers tipped 
with purple, eight round brown fruits, twenty-one bezants with golden centres and black 
bristles, in addition to several green leaves. Was Nardo Rapicano responsible for this? 
[70]The inhabited initial on the frontispiece of the scribe Venceslaus Crispus’s signed copy of 
Aquinas’s Super primo libro Sententiarum (F-LO 7, fol. 7r, <**Figure 8.100[8-
100.jpg]Louviers, Médiathèque Boris Vian (formerly Bibliothèque municipale), MS 7, fol. 7r 
(detail). Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84540154.**>) is of central 
importance in ascertaining Nardo’s style of polychrome decoration, since it combines such 
work in direct combination with the readily identifiable style of his miniature painting, with 
delicate blue shaded rendering of the sky, tall and slender arches, and highly detailed 
rendering of the figure’s robe, as seen in V. It becomes clear that Nardo’s execution of the 
polychrome vine decoration is noticeably more refined than that seen in V; his skill at 
shading and his use of fine lines to add contour to the shapes he describes is quite superior. 
What makes F-LO 7 so valuable to the present argument is that Nardo evidently was not 
responsible for the decoration of the remainder of the initials in the manuscript. On fol. 12r 
(<**Figure 8.101[8-101.jpg]Louviers, Médiathèque Boris Vian (formerly Bibliothèque 
municipale), MS 7, fol. 12r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84540154.**>) is seen a quite different execution to 
Nardo’s polychrome vine decoration on the frontispiece. Stylistically and compositionally, 
this second hand is a match for the decorated initials of V. What remains, therefore, is to 
ascertain the identity of the second artist. 
[70]On the basis of a census of the Neapolitan Aquinas complex and other contemporary 
manuscripts, this second artist, who was responsible for the majority of the initials in F-LO 
7, and by extension for those in V, appears to have been Matteo Felice, who was active at 
Naples between 1467 and 1493.107 The key to this identification is found in the decoration of 
Crispus’s copy of Aquinas, Expositio litteralis in Isaiam (F-Pn lat. 495), which is securely 
attributable to Felice on the basis of a Cedole record of 7 August 1492.108 The miniature on 
the frontispiece (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.102[8-102.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, 
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MS lat. 495, fol. 1r. Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84467918.**>) shows 
Felice’s heavier, more vertically compressed style, in comparison to Nardo Rapicano, while 
the bianchi girari border decoration is highly detailed and arguably more successful than the 
miniature work. On fol. 2r (<**Figure 8.103[8-103.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, MS 7, fol. 2r. Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84467918.**>) is a 
decorated initial that is strikingly similar in details of its composition to that on fol. 16r of V 
(<**Figure 8.104[8-104.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 
844], fol. 16r (detail). Source: Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica.**>). In each case, 
the upper vine decoration on the top of the letter form is centred on a green circular feature, 
and to the left is rendered in blue with white highlighting, terminating in a purple flourish, 
while to the right the same construction is executed first in green, then in blue. In both 
examples, the marginal vine-decoration extension begins at the vertical midpoint of the 
rectangular space of the letter decoration with a blue flower with three petals and a gold 
centre. The supporting green vines are highlighted in a lighter green and a yellow-gold 
shade, while the gold bezants with black bristles are very close in execution. The five-petal 
marginal purple and pink flowers with gold centres, above and below the decorated letter, 
are also a formal and gestural match if not quite identical in shade and highlighting. These 
similarities, allied with the rather less refined execution than Nardo of the generic 
decorational style by Felice, suggest strongly that the latter artist was responsible for the 
polychrome decorated initials in V.  
[71]Felice’s polychrome initials are also evident in: 
 F-LO 8, Crispus’s 1489 copy of Aquinas, Super secundo libro Sententiarum, e.g. fol. 
25v (<**Figure 8.105[8-105.jpg]Louviers, Médiathèque Boris Vian (formerly 
Bibliothèque municipale), MS 7, fol. 25v (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8454016j.**>), as is his vertically compressed 
miniature style on the frontispiece (fol. 12r, <**Figure 8.106[8-106.jpg]Louviers, 
Médiathèque Boris Vian (formerly Bibliothèque municipale), MS 7, fol. 12r (detail). 
Source: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8454016j.**>). 
 F-Pn lat. 674, Crispus’s 1492 copy of Aquinas, Expositio in Epistolam Pauli ad 
Romanos, e.g. fol. 23r (<**Figure 8.107[8-107.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, MS lat. 674, fol. 23r. Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8446786z.**>), in which manuscript the same 
artist was also responsible for the frontispiece (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.108[8-
108.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS lat. 674, fol. 1r. Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8446786z.**>).109  
 E-VAu 380, Crispus’s undated copy of Aquinas, Aurea expositio sancti Pauli apostoli 
ad Corinthios, e.g. fol. 3r (<**Figure 8.109[8-109.jpg]Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica, MS 380 [olim 849], fol. 3r (detail). Source: 
http://weblioteca.uv.es/cgi/view.pl?source=uv_ms_0380.**>), in which manuscript 
the same artist was also responsible for the frontispiece (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.110[8-
110.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 380 [olim 849], fol. 1r 
(detail). Source: http://weblioteca.uv.es/cgi/view.pl?source=uv_ms_0380.**>). 
Felice’s style is also perceptible in parts of F-Pn lat. 6525, e.g. fol. 93v (<**Figure 8.111[8-
111.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS lat. 6525, fol. 93v. Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84470611.**>); I am unsure who might have been 
responsible for the frontispiece (fol. 1r, <**Figure 8.112[8-112.jpg]Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, MS lat. 6525, fol. 1r. Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84470611.**>).  
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[71]It is particularly interesting that F-LO 7 and V were each written by Crispus and feature 
frontispieces by Nardo and polychrome initials by Felice. The former manuscript is dated 2 
September 1484, which is one more small piece of evidence pointing to a slightly later dating 
of V, to the early 1480s rather than the late 1470s. The codex F-Pn Smith-Lesouëf 14 (1486) 
was written by Crispus and has initials by Felice, but no frontispiece.  
[71]Woodley first noted the similarities between the decoration of BU and E-E a.I.7, an Ordo 
ad Cathecuminum faciendum, in 1982.110 In 2012, Mercedes López-Mayán published a paper 
in which she suggested, tantalisingly, some similarities between the execution of the 
miniatures in the latter manuscript (e.g. fol. 110r, <**Figure 8.113[8-113.jpg]Escorial, Palacio 
Real, Monasterio de S. Lorenzo, MS a.I.7, fol. 110r. Source: Biblioteca del Real Monasterio de 
San Lorenzo, Escorial.) and Nardo’s style in the Maio manuscript F-Pn ital. 1711.111 She 
chose, ultimately, not to make a firm ascription, which would seem to have been advisable, 
since while there are indeed similarities in the use of perspective, the miniatures in the 
historiated initials do not exhibit the refined detail and sensitive shading shown in Nardo’s 
identifiable work. The important link between the decoration of BU and E-E a.I.7 is the 
presence in the marginal extensions of Class-1 initials in each manuscript of distinctive thick 
bands created from dark parallel lines with solid in-filling in various colours (e.g. BU, fol. 
47r, <**Figure 8.114[8-114.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 47r. Source: 
Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>, and fol. 167r, <**Figure 8.115[8-115.jpg]Bologna, 
Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fol. 167r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>, 
and the E-E a.I.7 example above). In the case of E-E a.I.7, the style of the floral marginal 
decoration, and in particular the bezants, suggests strongly the hand of Felice. The same 
cannot be said, sadly, of BU. In E-VAu 53, Crispus’s undated copy of Catena aurea in 
Marcum, may be found some usage of the bi-chrome bands in some of the richest and most 
lavishly executed initial decoration in any Neapolitan manuscript, e.g. fol. 23v (<**Figure 
8.116[8-116.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 53 [olim 807], fol. 23v 
(detail). Source: http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0053.**> and <**Figure 8.117[8-
117.jpg]Universitat de València, Biblioteca Històrica, MS 53 [olim 807], fol. 23v. Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0053.**).  
[72]The striking and bold introduction of a decorative feature formed of four triangular 
shapes on fols. 152v–153r of BU (<**Figure 8.118[8-118.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca 
Universitaria, MS 2573, fols. 152v–153r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>) and, 
at the same point in the text, fols. 132v–133r of V, is both remarkable and, to my knowledge, 
unique to these two manuscripts of the Neapolitan complex. The strategy of triangulating or 
tapering the text outline was very commonly adopted in order to fulfil the priority of 
ensuring that the text reached the bottom of the page, and here one might imagine the 
intention was to enable the presentation of the motet Martine presul inclyte superis on the 
succeeding single opening (BU fols. 153v–154r, <**Figure 8.119[8-119.jpg]Bologna, 
Biblioteca Universitaria, MS 2573, fols. 153v–154r. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, 
Bologna.**>). The extent of the decorative in-filling is, however, here quite unprecedented. 
The decision to colour one of the triangles red on BU, fol. 153r may have been formally to 
reflect the extensive rubricated text at the head of the facing page; otherwise the expectation 
would be a symmetrical alternation of blue and green.  
[72]Since BU, F-Pn ital. 1711, and E-VAu 53 are the only Neapolitan manuscripts to feature 
the distinctive bands in the marginal decoration, and the triangular feature appears only in V 
and BU, it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to suggest an attribution to a single artist, 
unless further evidence should come to light. It seems clear that the decoration lacks the 
refinement that would enable the proposal of Nardo as a candidate, and hence Felice would 
be the most obvious suggestion, but the divergence between the style of his securely 
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attributable work and some aspects of the decoration of BU are too great to assert this with 
any conviction.  
[73]Turning to a consideration of the style of the pen-flourished Class-2 initials, it is first 
necessary to point out that while there is a slight difference in feel between the execution in 
V and BU, there is essentially the same approach in form, and in the various components 
that make up the design. Taking the decoration of the letter ‘A’ as an example, see the close 
similarity between fol. 26r of V (<**Figure 8.120[8-120.jpg]Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica, MS 835 [olim 844], fol. 26r (detail). Source: Universitat de València, 
Biblioteca Històrica.**>) and fol. 156v of BU (<**Figure 8.121[8-121.jpg]Bologna, Biblioteca 
Universitaria, MS 2573, fols. 156v. Source: Biblioteca Universitaria, Bologna.**>). The style is 
the same in F-LO 7 (e.g. fol. 8r, <**Figure 8.122[8-122.jpg]Louviers, Médiathèque Boris Vian 
(formerly Bibliothèque municipale), MS 7, fol. 8r (detail). Source: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8454016j.**>), in which the frontispiece was 
decorated by Nardo, and the polychrome initials by Felice. In E-VAu 390, Crispus’s c.1484 
copy of Albertus Magnus, De mirabili scientia Dei (e.g. fol. 114r, <**Figure 8.123[8-
123.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 390 [olim 838], fol. 114r 
(detail). Source: http://weblioteca.uv.es/cgi/view.pl?source=uv_ms_0390.**>), yet again is 
seen the same style of pen-flourished decoration. In this manuscript, the frontispiece 
(<**Figure 8.124[8-124.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 390 
[olim 838], fol. 7r. Source: http://weblioteca.uv.es/cgi/view.pl?source=uv_ms_0390.**>) is 
seemingly by Nardo, while the polychrome initials are possibly by Majorana or Felice. In E-
VAu 395, Crispus’s 1484 copy of Prima pars secunde partis Summe Theologie (e.g. fol. 10v, 
<**Figure 8.125.[8-125.jpg]Valencia, Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 395 
[olim 794], fol. 10v (detail). Source: http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0395.**>), the style of pen-
flourished initial is yet again the same, though the only artist working on the manuscript was 
Cristoforo Majorana (see the frontispiece, fol. 10r, <**Figure 8.126.[8-126.jpg]Valencia, 
Universitat de València, Biblioteca Histórica, MS 395 [olim 794], fol. 10r. Source: 
http://roderic.uv.es/uv_ms_0395.**>). The evident ubiquity of style of the red, blue, and 
green pen-flourished initials in Crispus’s output, when considered in the light of perceptible 
differences in style of the miniaturists within the same corpus, seems to suggest that it was in 
fact the scribe himself who was responsible for the execution of these intricate decorational 
features.  
[74]In summary, the frontispiece of V was executed by Nardo Rapicano, and its polychrome 
decorated initials were painted by Matteo Felice. The painted decoration of BU was possibly 
also contributed by Felice, and if it was not, then it was certainly executed by an artist whose 
style owed much to his work. If this is the case, then it is probable that the artist responsible 
was someone who has not yet been able to be identified by reference to court payment 
records. On stylistic grounds, it is most likely that the pen-flourished decoration in both V 
and BU was executed by the scribe Venceslaus Crispus. Comparison of the V miniature and 
other decorational elements of both V and BU can certainly tell us much about the priorities 
of those who planned and produced them, particularly when made with a wide selection of 
contemporary Neapolitan manuscripts. Indeed, it is hoped that such analysis may allow the 
potential for new avenues of research into that wider corpus of manuscripts, of which many 
questions of iconographical meaning and structural articulation through decoration remain 
to be asked. 
Later History 
[75]After King Ferrante I’s death in 1494, King Charles VIII of France invaded Italy, initially 
facing little opposition, and taking Naples in 1495, only for his gains to be lost almost 
immediately through the actions of the League of Venice. It was during this conflict, in 1495, 
that some of the books of the Neapolitan royal library, in addition to tapestries, paintings, 
and sculptures in marble and porphyry, were seized by King Charles for the French royal 
library.112 Reportedly, 1140 books were looted (‘unze cent quarante livres de toutes sortes 
apportés de Napples’), but V was not one of them, and hence it remained in Naples.113  
[76]Several of the Aquinas manuscripts formed part of a sale (which did not include V) of 28 
manuscripts in 1501 by Federico III, the last Aragonese King of Naples, who was exiled to 
France, to Cardinal Georges I d’Amboise, who kept his extensive collections at the Château 
de Gaillon near Rouen, of which city he was Archbishop.114 These volumes are detailed in an 
inventory of 1508, and were owned successively by the subsequent archbishops of Rouen, 
Cardinal Charles II de Bourbon-Vendôme (1550–90) and Cardinal Charles III de Bourbon-
Vendôme (1562–94). The latter left part of the archiepiscopal library to the Jesuits of the 
Collège de Clermont, and the other part to his nephew, the king of France. 
[77]The Treaty of Granada, an agreement between King Louis XII of France and King 
Ferdinand the Catholic of Spain that they would invade Naples and divide it between them, 
was signed on 11 November 1500.115 Federico I of Naples consequently sent his eleven-year 
old son and heir, Fernando of Aragon, Duke of Calabria (1488–1550), to Taranto, 300 
kilometres west of Naples, on the south coast of Italy. Observing the worrying progress of the 
French troops in the northern Italian provinces, Federico fled to the Castello Aragonese on 
the island of Ischia, just beyond the bay of Naples, in September 1501, with his consort, 
Isabella del Balzo, his eldest daughter Charlotte (c.1479/80–1506), and his three other 
young children.116 Their possessions, including the collections of the royal library, were 
evidently sent ahead, since on 10 August 1501, an entry in the account book of the royal 
household records a payment made to Federico del Tuffo, who was responsible for 
transporting twenty-one cases of royal library books, explicitly including V, from the marina 
on Ischia to the castle: ‘la portatura de XXI casse di libri de la libraria, da la marina de 
Hischia al castello de dicta terra’.117 At some point in 1501 or 1502, while the royal library was 
on Ischia, a complete inventory was made by Joanne Antonio de Costanzo, who was in 
charge of the library at that time, and was completed by, and received in ‘Lione’ on, 28 
October 1502.118  
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61r, and 68v. See Santiago López-Ríos, ‘A New Inventory of the Royal Aragonese Library of 
Naples’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 65 (2002): 201–43 at 202. 
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[78]Having recently returned to Naples from Hungary, Beatrice of Aragon also joined them 
on the island, along with Isabella of Aragon, widow of the Duke of Milan (1470–1524).119 
Federico, turning from the King of Spain, who had betrayed him, appealed to King Louis XII 
of France to leave him the Kingdom of Naples. Louis would not agree to that, but instead 
offered Federico the Duchy of Anjou, in addition to financial compensation, should he 
surrender his kingdom. Federico accepted, and set sail for France on 6 September 1502. 
Isabella del Balzo and the rest of the royal family joined him in Tours by the end of 1502.120 
The royal library, including V, was sent by sea to the port of Marseille, and then overland to 
Tours. It may have been on this leg of the books’ journey that more than 100 suffered water 
damage, resulting in their subsequent sale at Ferrara (see below). 
[79]While Federico and the other members of the Aragonese family were on Ischia, the 
Spanish army, led by Gonzalo of Cordoba, landed at Tropea in July 1501, and took the 
regions of Calabria and Puglia – a significant proportion of southern Italy – in no more than 
a month. At Taranto, where Fernando of Aragon, Duke of Calabria, was being protected, 
Cordoba’s troops met with stiff resistance and laid siege to the town.121 Terms were 
negotiated by the Count of Potenza, who was in charge of the Neapolitan troops, which were 
meant to secure Fernando’s safe passage to France, and Taranto was surrendered 
accordingly on 1 March 1502. Due to intervention by the Spanish king, however, Fernando 
was captured at Bitonto and sent into exile in Spain.122 Upon arrival at the Spanish court in 
1502, he was not imprisoned, but rather he was permitted free movement within the court 
under close supervision – a state of affairs that continued for a decade. 
[80]Meanwhile, after Federico’s death from fever at Tours, on 9 November 1504, the French 
King Louis XII failed to pay the arranged annual allowance to his widow Isabella del Balzo, 
placing her and her children in severe financial difficulties.123 It was as a result of these 
difficulties that she sold a number of books, gems, and other valuable goods, to Cardinal 
Georges I d’Amboise.124 A 1508 inventory, entitled Aultre librairie achaptée par mon dit 
seigneur, du roy Frédéric, lists 138 manuscripts, including works by Augustine, Aquinas, 
Athanasius, Quintilian, Bede, Bonaventure, Duns Scotus, Gregory, Ovid, Livy, Plutarch, 
Virgil, Plato, and Aristotle.125 Written by Jacques de Castignolles, it also lists chandeliers, 
silverware, coral, and a gibeciere, among other valuable items.126 Yet again, V escaped this 
sale. In 1505, by way of an article of the Treaty of Blois, the Spanish King Ferdinand the 
Catholic sought the expulsion of the remaining Neapolitan royals from Anjou by the French 
king, with the intention that they should resettle in Spain.127 Rather than accepting the 
Spanish king’s offer of domicile, in 1507 Isabella moved to Gazzuolo, near Mantua, to join 
her sister Antonia.128 In May 1508, Isabella found sanctuary at the court of Ferrara under 
Alfonso I d’Este, Duke of Ferrara (r. 1505–34),129 living in the Palazzo di San Francesco.130 
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Federico del Tuffo, who had remained with Isabella since Federico’s death, organised the 
transportation of Isabella’s possessions from Gazzuolo to Ferrara.131 In September 1508, 
shortly after Isabella arrived in Ferrara, Calcagnini delivered a Latin oration at the memorial 
service held in Ferrara for Beatrice of Aragon, Isabella’s sister in law.132 
[81]By 1512, Fernando had gained the trust of Ferdinand the Catholic, who left him as 
‘viceroy in Barcelona’, while he travelled to Italy. Fernando took the opportunity to hatch a 
plan to escape to France to rejoin the other Aragonese royal family. The Spanish king 
returned sooner than expected, though, discovered the plot, and imprisoned Fernando in 
Játiva on 4 November 1512, where he remained for eleven years until his release on 13 
December 1523.133 Fernando was made vice-regent of Valencia by Emperor Charles V in 
1526. 134 
[82]Shortly before Fernando’s release, on 4 July 1523, Isabella del Balzo, still in Ferrara, sold 
more than 100 of the remaining books of the Neapolitan royal library to the ‘humanist and 
book collector’ Celio Calcagnini (1479–1541).135 This is recorded in E-Mah 562b, fols. 17r–
29r, an inventory compiled by Federico del Tuffo, who at that time held the title ‘guardaroba 
menore’. This 1523 inventory was, at least in part, based on that made at Ischia in 1501 or 
1502 (see above); after the 126th entry is recorded ‘Li sopra scripti centi vinti sei volumi de 
libri sonno noctati a lo inventario grande fate in Isca’.136 At the end of the inventory is a 
passage that states the reason for the sale, that ‘most of the books were in poor condition due 
to water damage incurred when they were transported from Ischia to Marseille and then 
from Marseille to Ferrara’: 
Tucti li predicti centi trenta dui volumi de libri son stati venducti al predicto 
micer Celio Calcagnino per lo predicto precio de lire cento cinquanta, de acordo, 
per causa che la maior parte de dicti libri erano guasti per causa se bagnarno 
quando forno portati da Ischa in Marcerglia et de Marciglia in Ferrara et ancora a 
multi erano cadutte le lettere per la lore antiquita. De le quale lire cento 
cinquanta lo dicto Federico del Tuffo se ne fara introito et ne dara conto. Et per 
che de tale ordine et venditione el dicto Federico non & mandato alcuno de 
Vostra Maesta piaza ad quella signarli lo presente memoriale, lo quale li sia 
sufficiente cautella a lo rendere de soi conti.137  
[83]There are two musical books listed in the 1523 transaction: one volume of Isidore (no. 
107 in López-Ríos’s catalogue), ‘Isidori musica, in menbrana, de lettera antiqua, in quarto de 
foglio. La prima carta e caduca e rotta per antiquitai, figurato secondo la materia. Rosicato a 
lo spino sopra la coperta. Coperto russo stampato, con doe ciappe et cinta de seti nigro’, and 
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one of Boethius (no. 108), ‘Musica Boetii, de lettera bastarda, a colonelli, in forma bastarda. 
Coperto russo con quattro ciappe et cinti nigri’.138 
[84]In 1527, Isabella del Balzo sent 306 books, including V, from Ferrara to Fernando in 
Valencia.139 The consignment, which also included arms, furnishings, jewellery, and cloth, is 
documented in an inventory written that year.140 Dated 1 October 1527, the document was 
drawn up by order of Isabella and Fernando, and in the presence of Fernando’s envoy 
Hieronimo Furnari (Girolamo Fornari), and Cola de Gervasiis and Rinaldo Ottavante, 
Isabella’s guardarrobba and scrivano de ratione, respectively: 
Inventario de robbe de la guardarrobba de lo illustrissimo signore Don Ferrante 
de Aragona Duca de Callabria, le quali per ordine de la serenissima signora 
Regina Ysabella, matre de lo preditto illustrissimo signore, et per ordine de lo 
preditto illustrissimo signore ordinando al magnifico Messer Hieronimo Furnari 
creato de sua signoria, lo quale lo have mandato da Valencia alla predetta signora 
Regina con ordine et instructione la quale guardarrobba per servitio de sua 
signoria sia consignata ad Cola de Gervasiis, guardarrobba de la predetta signora 
Regina. Le quale robbe se comenzano a consignare pr<   >rara a me Cola preditto 
con interventione et per mano del magnifico Messer Rinaldo Ottavante 
fiorentino, scrivano de ratione de casa de la preditta signora Regina. Le quale 
robbe erano in potere del magnifico Messer Federico del Tufo guardarrobba 
magiore. Incomenzando al primo de ottobre 1527. 
[85]From this introduction we learn that Del Tuffo had, by 1527, been promoted to 
‘guardaroba maiore’.141 The inventory divides the books first into two groups; one group of 
books written in Latin, of which there are 229 items, and the other of books in the 
vernacular, of which there are 77. The vernacular books are divided into sub-categories of 
theology (with a different section for printed theological books), philosophy, history, and 
poetry, while the Latin books are subcategorised into theology, grammar, oratory, poetry, 
history, astrology and cosmography, cosmography and geometry, philosophy, printed books, 
and music. There are four books in the music section, of which V appears first, as no. 214. It 
is followed by three books of polyphonic music: a collection of settings of the Salve Regina 
(no. 215), a book of motets (no. 216), and a book of masses (no. 217). 
[86]The entry concerning V begins on fol. 111v. It reads:  
Elogium seu instrutio Fortunati Ferrariensis in arte musices Iohannis 
Temptioris, de volume de foglio commune, scripto de littera formata in carta 
bergamena. Miniato nella prima fazata de uno casamento (fol. 112r) con la 
imagine de David sonando la baldosa et con la imagine de lo auctore et altre 
imagine, et con le arme aragonie reale. Comenza de littere maiuscule formate 
Optimis moribus ac plerique ingenuis artibus ornatissimo, et in fine facta etiam 
facta nostra es antitonatis eras. Coperto de coiro rosso stampato de gruppi 
[bands] de oro, senza chiudende. Signato Tintoris primo; notato alo imballaturo 
a ff. 100, partita 3a. 
[87]The fact that V is described as ‘signato Tinctoris primo’ is of great interest. It would 
appear to suggest that at some stage there had been at least one more volume of Tinctoris in 
the royal library, or indeed perhaps in that of Giovanni of Aragon.142 The fact that V no 
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longer features the marking may easily be explained by the modern restoration of the 
binding. BU does not present a particularly good candidate for being the ‘other’ Tinctoris 
volume from either library, first because it retains its original binding and bears no sign of 
being labelled as part of a series of volumes, and second because it differs significantly in size 
from V. Third, it would be somewhat unexpected for the scriptorium to produce ‘Tinctoris 1’ 
and ‘Tinctoris 2’ where both volumes contain the same texts. Other authors’ works are 
similarly described in the 1527 inventory; the manuscripts of Aquinas are ordered as set out 
below in Table 10.5. 









‘Signato Thome 1’ 49 1 Questiones disputatae E-VAu 47 
‘Signato Thome 2’ 50 3a De regno ad regem Cypri E-VAu 840 
‘Signato Thome 3’ 51 4a Aurea expositio sancti Pauli 
apostoli ad Corinthios 
E-VAu 380 
‘Signato Thome 4’ 52 4a De regimine principium E-VAu 759 
‘Signato Thome 5’ 53 4a De ente et essentia E-VAu 847 
  
[88]The 1527 inventory is organised as one might expect the books to have been arranged in 
a library, and hence the music books are numbered consecutively within it. This method of 
organisation was not, however, reflected in the manner in which the books were actually 
transported to Valencia. The imballaturo, which is referred to at the end of the description of 
V, relates to another document: a packing list for the consignment, which is now lost. We 
learn from the entry on V that it was included in part 3. The codex was therefore packed with 
60 other items: 177, 208, 158, 18C, 254, 27, 33, 173, 137, 175, 4, 261, 118, 17, 169, 3, 3 (no. 4), 
8, 168, 104, 111, 76, 135, 170, 129, 88, 43, 253, 50, 214, 80, 265, 241, 300, 302, 294, 181, 164, 
42, 67, 235, 60, 54, 84, 100, 72, 144, 186, 297, 225, 98, 269, 40, 183, 86, 245, 73, 233, 153, 
and 221.  
[89]I give the following full citations relating to the three books of polyphonic music in the 
1527 inventory as an aid to the future identification of these apparently significant volumes, 
that have been hitherto unknown to musicologists. The entry describing the collection of 
settings of the Salve Regina (no. 215) is as follows:  
Et piú uno libro de canto figurato, de foglio comune scripto et notato in carta 
bergamena. Al comenzamento Salve regina, et in fine sicut erat tacet. Coperto 
de velluto vecchio negro, con 4 chiudende de ottone. Videlicet. Signato Salve II; 
notato alo imballaturo a ff. 227, partita 4a. 
The entry concerning the book of motets (no. 216) reads:  
Piú un altro libro de canto figurato de volume de foglio comune, scripto et notato 
canzoni et muttetti alla francese in carta bergamena. Comenza Etous biene est 
ma maistituisse, et in fine contra puis que si bien meste advenu. Coperto de 
velluto negro con 12 coquiglie de rame che serveno per cantuni et per chiudende. 
Signato Mottetti 3; notato alo imballaturo a ff. 227, partita 2a. 
The book of masses (no. 217) was described as follows:  
Et piú uno libro de canto figurato de messe, de foglio regale, scripto et notato in 
carta bambacina. Comenza Sequitur tabula istius libri, et in fine contra sermone 
blando. Coperto de coiro rosso, con 4 chiudende. Signato Messale 24; notato alo 
imballaturo a ff. 193, partita 4a. 
[90]On the death of Fernando of Aragon in 1550, V was bequeathed, along with 794 other 
books, to the Hieronymite monastery of San Miguel de los Reyes in Valencia.143 When the 
monastery was suppressed in 1825, V was one of 235 manuscripts that passed to the 
Valencia University Library, where it remains. 
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